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Introduction
The AICPA has prepared this booklet to build awareness of the Clarity
Project and to inform auditors of the changes and effects this project
will have on their audits of financial statements. The overall goal of the
Clarity Project is to make U.S. generally accepted auditing standards
(GAAS) easier to read, understand, and apply. The ASB has converged
the standards w ith International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) issued
by the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB).
This booklet addresses the background status and implications of
the Clarity Project and the Auditing Standards Board’s new clarified
standards. Auditors will need to make some adjustments to their prac
tices as a result of this project, and this booklet provides inform ation on
how an auditor may start planning for these changes.
This booklet discusses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Timeline of the Clarity Project
The form at of new standards
H ow new standards will be issued
The impact of the Clarity Project
Summary of differences between clarified and existing standards
H ow to prepare for the transition
Frequently asked questions

As a result of the Clarity Project, all existing AU sections are being
modified. Topics currently associated w ith certain AU sections may be
retitled and assigned to different AU section in the clarified standards.
This booklet includes, in table form, the existing AU sections m apped to
the clarity standards.
The revisions to GAAS, although extensive, do not create many
substantial requirements or changes to existing requirements. The clari
fied standards are principles-based. M ost are consistent with existing
GAAS. Some, however, contain significant changes from existing stan
dards and will require auditors to prepare accordingly.
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The clarified standards generally will be effective for audits of
financial statement for periods ending on or after December 15, 2012.
N ow is the time for all auditors to start preparing for the transition to
the clarified standards.

S E C T IO N

Background

The AICPA’s Guide to
Clarified and Converged
Standards for Auditing and
Quality Control
The Clarity Project
The AICPA’s Auditing Standards Board (ASB) is nearing completion of
its Clarity Project. The goal of the Clarity Project is to make U.S. gener
ally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) easier to read, understand, and
apply. As the ASB redrafted the standards for clarity, it also converged
the standards with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs), issued
by the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB).
While the purpose of redrafting is for clarity and convergence, and
not to create additional requirements, auditors will need to make some
adjustments to their practices as a result of this project.
This white paper addresses the background, status, and implica
tions of the Clarity Project and the ASB’s new clarified standards. In
addition, it discusses how you, as an auditor, may start planning for
these changes.

Genesis of the project and convergence
In 2004, the ASB considered how best to carry out its mission after the
creation of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB)
and the increasingly widespread acceptance of ISAs.
After careful consideration, the ASB developed a plan to converge
U.S. GAAS w ith the ISAs while avoiding unnecessary conflict w ith
PCAOB standards.
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As p art of the convergence process, the ASB aligned its agenda
w ith that of the IAASB and began to develop its standards based on the
ISAs. This allowed the ASB to consider projects simultaneously w ith
the IAASB—and to more effectively provide input on the international
standard-setting process. The IAASB was in the process of its own clarity
project that was completed in M arch 2009.

The New Clarity Format
The ASB has redrafted its Statements on Quality C ontrol Standards
(SQCSs) and Statements on Auditing Standards (SASs) using a drafting
convention called the clarity format. This new form at is clear, consistent,
and easy to understand.
The clarity form at presents each standard in these parts:
• Introduction. The introduction explains the purpose and scope of
the standard.
• Objective. The objective defines the context in which the require
ments are set.
• Definitions. The “D efinitions” section, included where relevant,
explains specific meanings of terms in the standards.
• Requirements. The requirements set out w hat the auditor is required
to do to achieve the objective of the standard. Requirements are
expressed using the w ords “the auditor should” or “the auditor
m ust.”
• Application and O ther E xplanatory M aterial. “Application and
O ther Explanatory M aterial” paragraphs are cross-referenced to
the requirements and provide further explanation of, and guidance
for, carrying out the requirem ents of the standard. “Application
and O ther Explanatory M aterial” paragraphs are an integral part
of the standard, and the auditor is required to read and understand
the entire text of the standard.
O ther clarity drafting conventions include the following:
• Using form atting techniques, such as bulleted lists, to enhance read
ability
• Including, where appropriate, special considerations relevant to
audits of sm aller, less com plex entities w ithin the tex t of the
standard

AIC PA’s Guide to Clarified and Converged Standards for Auditing and Quality Control

• Including, where appropriate, special considerations relevant to
audits of governmental entities within the text of the standard
The ASB plans on redrafting the Statements on Standards for
Attestation Services once the clarified SASs are issued.

Issuance of the Standards
Issuance of the Clarified Standards
The ASB will issue many of the clarified standards in a single SAS (likely
SAS N o. 122) that will be codified in AU sections, just as SAS N o. 1,
Codification o f Auditing Standards and Procedures, was issued and codi
fied in 1972. SAS No. 1 was issued as one publication w ith the standards
codified as AU sections within the SAS. Each AU section had its own
num ber and title.
One difference from SAS N o. 1 is that SAS N o. 122 will not con
tain all the standards being issued as a result of the Clarity Project: AU
sections that are clarified subsequent to the issuance of SAS No. 122
will be issued as one or more separate SASs. (See the following section
“Codification” for availability of the complete body of clarified SASs).
The following AU sections are expected to be finalized subsequent
to the issuance of SAS N o. 122:
• The clarity redraft of AU section 532, Restricting the Use o f an
A uditor’s Report, which is currently exposed for comment as pro
posed SAS Alert as to the Intended Use o f the A uditor’s Written
Com munication. The comm ent period for this exposure draft ends
April 29, 2011, and the ASB expects to finalize the proposed SAS
by O ctober 2011.
• The clarity redraft of AU section 534, Reporting on Financial
Statem ents Prepared for Use in O ther Countries, is currently
exposed for com m ent as proposed SAS Financial Statem ents
Prepared in Accordance with a Financial Reporting Framework
Generally Accepted in Another Country. The comment period for
this exposure draft ended January 31, 2011, and the ASB expects
to finalize the proposed SAS by July 2011.
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• The clarity redraft of AU section 341, The A uditor’s Consideration
o f an E ntity’s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern, is delayed
in order to enable the proposed SAS to align with expected U.S.
accounting standards.
• The clarity redraft of AU section 322, The A uditor’s Consideration
o f the Internal A udit Function in an A udit o f Financial Statements,
is delayed in order to enable the proposed SAS to align with the
IAASB’s revisions to clarified ISA 610, Using the W ork o f Internal
Auditors, which was issued in 2008. These revisions have resulted
in the July 2010 issuance of proposed ISA 610 (Revised), Using the
W ork o f Internal Auditors.
To address practice issues, certain SASs have been issued in advance.
These standards have been assigned numbers and include SAS No. 117,
which deals with compliance audits, and SAS Nos. 118, 119, and 120
(AU sections 550, 551, and 558, respectively), which deal with supple
m entary inform ation. The clarified SASs that have been finalized but
not issued yet have been posted to the “Final Clarified Statements on
Auditing Standards” page at AICPA.org (use the search field in the upper
left corner to search the entire site for the page name).

Reorganization of standards
As a result of the Clarity Project, all existing AU sections are being m odi
fied. In some cases, individual AU sections are being revised into indi
vidual clarified standards. In other cases, some AU sections are grouped
together and revised as one or more clarified standards. As a result,
topics currently associated with certain AU sections may be retitled and
assigned to different AU sections in SAS No. 122.
In addition, the ASB has revised the AU section num ber order estab
lished by SAS No. 1 to follow the ISA num ber order for all clarified AU
sections for which there are comparable ISAs. This revision came from
the desire to m aintain consistency with ISA convergence and make ref
erencing simpler for firms that use both ISAs and SASs. O ther AU sec
tion numbers have been assigned for all clarified AU sections for which
there are no corresponding ISAs. Appendix A of this document contains
a schedule that maps the existing AU sections to the SASs that would
supersede them and the new AU section numbers.
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Codification
In 2012, the complete body of clarified standards will be published in
a separate volume of AICPA Professional Standards. This volume will
include all clarified AU sections and, for those sections not yet clarified,
the existing content with conforming changes due to the recodification.
This volume will also include
• a preface, Principles Underlying the C onduct o f an A u d it in
Accordance W ith Generally Accepted Auditing Standards,
• a glossary of terms defined in the standards, and
• appendixes describing the differences between GAAS and the ISAs
and mapping the current AU sections to the new AU sections.
Through 2013, AICPA Professional Standards will continue to have
a volume with all AU sections th at are currently effective. SAS Nos.
117-120 will be in both the first volume, unchanged, and in the second
volume with conforming changes due to the recodification.

Effective Date
The clarified SASs generally will be effective for audits of financial state
ments for periods ending on or after December 15, 2012. Clarified SQCS
N o. 8, A Firm’s System o f Quality Control (Redrafted), is effective as of
January 1, 2012.

Impact of Clarity Project
The revisions to GAAS, while extensive, do not create many substantial
requirements or change existing requirements. The clarified standards
are principles based. M ost are consistent w ith existing GAAS. Some,
however, contain significant changes from existing standards and will
require auditors to prepare accordingly. Following are details on the
changes you will need to make.

Changes to Statements on Quality Control Standards
N o substantive differences exist between SQCS No. 7, A Firm’s System
o f Q uality Control, and SQCS N o. 8. Firms th at have references to
specific paragraphs in SQCS N o. 7 in their firm ’s quality control
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methodologies will simply need to update those references to correspond
ing paragraphs in SQCS No. 8.

Changes to Statements on Auditing Standards
The clarified SASs introduce the following terms:
• Applicable financial reporting fram ew ork, examples of which
include International Financial Reporting Standards and generally
accepted accounting principles.
• Emphasis-of-matter and other-matter paragraphs replace explana
tory paragraphs.
• Group engagement partner and com ponent auditor replace princi
pal auditor and other auditor, respectively.
Changes th at make explicit w hat was previously implicit in the
standards include requirements to
• determine whether the applicable financial reporting fram ew ork is
acceptable.
• have m anagem ent agree to their responsibilities at the onset of
engagement.
• apply quality control procedures at the audit engagement level.
Additional requirements address
• changes to the wording of the auditor’s reports, including the use
of paragraph headings and expansion of the description of m anage
m ent’s responsibilities.
• more specific procedures to detect illegal acts.
• opening balances in initial audits.
The following SASs, while not significantly changing existing audit
requirem ents, are the most substantially revised from the standards that
they supersede:
• Overall Objectives o f the Independent A uditor and the Conduct
o f an A u d it in Accordance W ith Generally Accepted Auditing
Standards. This standard supersedes the 10 standards and all the
general standards.
• Terms o f Engagement. This standard clarifies procedures for
engagement acceptance. Firms may need to restructure or revise
their standard engagement letters.
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• The suite of SASs that address special purpose financial statements.
• Group Audits (Including the W ork o f C om ponent Auditors).
This standard changes the focus in audits that involve the w ork of
another auditor from the coverage by each auditor to the extent of
the involvement of the group engagement partner (formerly referred
to as the “principal auditor” ). The extent to which this will change
audit practice depends on firms’ current methodologies.
The clarified standards did not substantially change requirements
related to
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

audit documentation.
auditor’s comm unication with those charged with governance.
risk assessment standards.
external confirmations.
analytical procedures.
audit sampling.
auditing accounting estimates.
w ritten representations.
subsequent events.
consideration of om itted procedures after the report release date.

O n the “Final Clarified Statements on Auditing Standards” page
you will find a link to a summary of changes from the original SASs
(Nos. 1-116) to the clarified SASs.

How to Prepare for the Transition
N ow is the time for all auditors to start preparing for the transition to the
clarified standards, which are effective for calendar-year 2012 audits. A
smooth transition requires inform ation, education, and training.
Here are some im portant steps you can take to start preparing for
the clarified standards:
• Familiarize yourself with the clarified SASs, including the applica
tion m aterial, appendixes, and exhibits.
• Read the summary of changes between existing SASs and clarified
SASs, available on the “Improving the Clarity of ASB Standards”
page at AICPA.org.
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• Appoint a person or team to be in charge of the transition.
o Consider establishing small task forces of staff at different levels
to develop revisions to the firm ’s audit methodologies,
o Include training for all audit staff.
In addition to determining any changes necessary to audit proce
dures and training in accordance with your firm ’s quality control docu
ments, you will need to revise firm guidance and audit program s to refer
to the clarified standards. The effort required for these revisions will
depend on the level of detail of such references in your firm ’s m ethodol
ogyFollow these steps to minimize the impact of the transition on your
staff and your clients.
For the latest inform ation to help you manage the transition to the
clarified standards, go to the “Improving the Clarity of ASB Standards”
page at AICPA.org. Bookmark this page. It links you to the resources
you need for a smooth transition, and it is updated regularly.

Appendix A
Extant AU Sections Mapped to Clarity SAS
Existing AU Section

AU
Superseded

New AU Section

New
AU #

S&rtttnMfe fl» Auditing Standards— Introduction
110

Responsibilities and
Functions of the
Independent Auditor

All

120

Defining Professional
Requirements in
Statements on Auditing
Standards

All

150

Generally Accepted
Auditing Standards

All

181

The Relationship of
Generally Accepted
Auditing Standards
to Quality Control
Standards

All

Overall Objectives of the
Independent Auditor and
the Conduct of an Audit
in Accordance With
Generally Accepted Auditing
Standards [1]

200

Quality Control for an
Engagement Conducted
in Accordance With
Generally Accepted Auditing
Standards

220
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Existing AU Section

AU
Superseded

New
AU#

New AU Section

The Geoeral Standards

201

Nature of the General
Standards

All

210

Training and
Proficiency of the
Independent Auditor

All

220

Independence

All

230

Due Professional Care
in the Performance of
Work

All

Overall Objectives of the
Independent Auditor and
the Conduct of an Audit
in Accordance With
Generally Accepted Auditing
Standards [1]

200

Planning an Audit

300

Terms of Engagement

210

Materiality in Planning and
Performing an Audit

320

Evaluation of Misstatements
Identified During the Audit

450

Understanding the Entity
and Its Environment and
Assessing the Risks of
Material Misstatement
(Redrafted)

315

Opening Balances— Initial
Audit Engagements,
Including Reaudit
Engagements

510

Terms of Engagement

210

240

The Standards o f Field Work

311

Planning and
Supervision

All except
.08-. 10
.08-. 10

312

314

315

Audit Risk and
Materiality in
Conducting an Audit
Understanding
the Entity and Its
Environment and
Assessing the Risks of
Material Misstatement

Communications
Between Predecessor
and Successor
Auditors

All

All

All except
.03—.10
and .14
.03-10
and .14

316

Consideration of
Fraud in a Financial
Statement Audit

All

Consideration of Fraud in a
Financial Statement Audit
(Redrafted)

317

Illegal Acts by Clients

All

Consideration of Laws and
Regulations in an Audit of
Financial Statements

j

250

(continued)
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Existing AU Section

AU
Superseded

New AU Section

New
AU#

All

Performing Audit
Procedures in Response
to Assessed Risks and
Evaluating the Audit
Evidence Obtained
(Redrafted)

330

322

The Auditor's
Consideration of die
internal Audit Function
in an Audit of Financial
Statements

All

Using the Work of Internal
Auditors (working title)*

610

324

Service Organizations

All

Audit Considerations
Relating to an Entity Using a
Service Organization

402

325

Communicating
internal Control
Related Matters
Identified in an Audit

All

Communicating Internal
Control Related Matters
Identified in an Audit
(Redrafted)

265

326

Audit Evidence

All

Audit Evidence (Redrafted)

500

328

Auditing Fair Value
Measurements and
Disclosures

All

Auditing Accounting
Estimates, Including Fair
Value Accounting Estimates
and Related Disclosures [2]

540

329

Analytical Procedures

All

Analytical Procedures
(Redrafted)

520

330

The Confirmation
Process

All

External Confirmations

505

331

Inventories

All

Audit Evidence— Specific
Considerations for Selected
Items [3]

501

332

Auditing Derivative
Instruments,
Hedging Activities,
and Investments in
Securities

All

Audit Evidence— Specific
Considerations for Selected
Items [31

501

333

Management
Representations

All

Written Representations

580

334

Related Parties

All

Related Parties (Redrafted)

550

318

Performing Audit
Procedures in
Response to Assessed
Risks and Evaluating
the Audit Evidence
Obtained
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Existing AU Section

AU
Superseded

New
AU#

New AU Section

336

Using the Work of a
Specialist

All

Using the Work of an
Auditor's Specialist

620

337

Inquiry of a Client's
Lawyer Concerning
Litigation, Claims, and
Assessments

All

Audit Evidence— Specific
Considerations for Selected
Items [3]

501

339

Audit Documentation

All

Audit Documentation
(Redrafted}

230

341

The Auditor's
Consideration of an
Entity's Ability to
Continue as a Going
Concern

All

Going Concern (working
title)*

570

342

Auditing Accounting
Estimates

All

Auditing Accounting
Estimates, Including Fair
Value Accounting Estimates
and Related Disclosures [2]

540

350

Audit Sampling

All

Audit Sampling (Redrafted}

530

380

The Auditor's
Communication With
Those Charged With
Governance

All

The Auditor's
Communication With Those
Charged With Governance
(Redrafted}

260

390

Consideration of
Omitted Procedures
After the Report Date

All

Consideration of Omitted
Procedures After the Report
Release Date

585

The First, Second, and Third Standards o f Reporting

410

Adherence to
Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles

All

Forming an Opinion and
Reporting on Financial
Statements [4]

700

420

Consistency of
Application of
Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles

All

Consistency of Financial
Statements

708

431

Adequacy of
Disclosure in Financial
Statements

All

Modifications to the Opinion
in the Independent Auditor's
Report [5]

705

(continued)
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Existing AU Section

504

Association With
Financial Statements

AU
Superseded

530

532

Reports on Audited
Financial Statements

N/A

Forming an Opinion and
Reporting on Financial
Statements [4]

700

Modifications to the Opinion
in the Independent Auditor's
Report {5]

705

Emphasis-of-Matter
Paragraphs and OtherMatter Paragraphs in the
Independent Auditor's
Report 16]

706

.12-.13

Special Considerations—
Audits of Group Financial
Statements {Including
the Work of Component
Auditors)

600

.16—.18, .53-.57

Consistency of Financial
Statements

.33-.34

Special Considerations—
Audits of Single Financial
Statements and Specific
Elements, Accounts,
or Items of a Financial
Statement

805

.71-73

Subsequent Events and
Subsequently Discovered
Facts [7]

560

.01-.02

Forming an Opinion and
Reporting on Financial
Statements [4]

700

.03—.08

Subsequent Events and
Subsequently Discovered
Facts [7]

560

Alert as to the Intended
Use of the Auditor's Written
Communication*

905

Dating of the
Independent Auditor's
Report

Restricting the Use of
an Auditor's Report

New
AU#

Withdrawn

All

.01-.11, .14-.15,
.19—.32, .35-.S2,
.58—.70, and
.74-76

508

New AU Section

All

708
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Existing AU Section

AU
Superseded

New AU Section

New
AU#

All

Financial Statements
Prepared in Accordance
With a Financial Reporting
Framework Generally
Accepted in Another
Country*

910

All

Special Considerations—
Audits of Group Financial
Statements (Including
the Work of Component
Auditors}

600

All

Special Considerations—
Audits of Financial
Statements Prepared in
Accordance With Special
Purpose Frameworks [8]

800

720

534

Reporting on Financial
Statements Prepared
for Use in Other
Countries

543

Part of Audit Performed
by Other Independent
Auditors

544

Lack of Conformity
With Generally
Accepted Accounting
Principles

550

Other Information in
Documents Containing
Audited Financial
Statements

All

Other Information in
Documents Containing
Audited Financial
Statements

551

Supplementary
Information in Relation
to the Financial
Statements as a Whole

All

Supplementary Information
in Relation to the Financial
Statements as a Wholet

725

552

Reporting on
Condensed Financial
Statements and
Selected Financial
Data

Ail

Engagements to Report
on Summary Financial
Statements

810

558

Required
Supplementary
Information

All

Required Supplementary
Informationt

730

560

Subsequent Events

All
Subsequent Events and
Subsequently Discovered
Facts [7]

560

561

Subsequent Discovery
of Facts Existing at the
Date of the Auditor's
Report

All

(continued)
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Existing AU Section

AU
Superseded

New
AU#

New AU Section

(tear Fflpeso f Reports
Reporting on Compliance
With Aspects of Contractual
Agreements or Regulatory
Requirements in Connection
With Audited Financial
Statements*

806

.01-.10 and
.22—.34

Special Considerations—
Audits of Financial
Statements Prepared in
Accordance With Special
Purpose Frameworks [8]

800

.11—.18

Special Considerations—
Audits of Single Financial
Statements and Specific
Elements, Accounts,
or Items of a Financial
Statement

805

915

920

.19—.21

623

Special Reports

625

Reports on the
Application of
Accounting Principles

All

Reports on Application
of Requirements of an
Applicable Financial
Reporting Framework

634

Letters for
Underwriters and
Certain Other
Requesting Parties

All

Letters for Underwriters and
Certain Other Requesting
Parties {Redrafted)*

925

930

:
711

Filings Under Federal
Securities Statutes

All

Filings With the U.S.
Securities and Exchange
Commission Under the
Securities Act of 1933

722

Interim Financial
Information

All

Interim Financial Information
{Redrafted)*

Gw/wweeA^/fmp
801

Compliance Audits

I
All

Compliance Audits!

935
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Existing AU Section

AU
Superseded

New AU Section

New
AU#

Special Reports o f the Committee or Auditing Procedure

901

Public Warehouses—
Controls and Auditing
Procedures for Goods
Held

All

Audit Evidence— Specific
Considerations for Selected
Items [3]

501

Legend:
[n ] - Bracketed n u m b e r in dica tes c la rity SAS th a t supersedes m ore tha n one
e x ta n t A U section.
* N o t fin a lize d as o f A p ril 2011.

t C larifie d SAS is c u rre n tly effective .
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Clarified Auditing Standards:
The Quiet Revolution
Redrafting brings both significant and
subtle changes
By Jan Taylor Morris, CPA, Pb.D. and C. William Thomas,
CPA, Pb.D.
June 2011

Over the past few years, much attention has been paid to the issue of
global harm onization of generally accepted accounting principles while,
at the same time, a much quieter revolution has been taking place in
generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS). Over the past seven
years (see sidebar, “Timeline of Clarification Project Events,” below)
the AICPA Auditing Standards Board (ASB) has aligned its agenda with
the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) in
the Clarity Project, with a goal to converge U.S. GAAS and international
standards on auditing (ISAs) by December 2012. The result will make
GAAS for nonpublic companies easier to understand and apply, as well
as more consistent across international borders, while avoiding unneces
sary conflict with auditing standards for public companies issued by the
PCAOB.
The Clarity Project will result in the first complete redrafting and
recodification of U.S. GAAS since 1972. While the practical implica
tions of many of these changes to auditing standards may be subtle,
some others will significantly affect audit practice as well as audit educa
tion. In addition, the organization and wording changes are significant,
and the project itself is immense. Practitioners and auditing educators
should familiarize themselves with the Clarity Project and the impact
that recodification and reform atting of the standards will have for train
ing and research purposes.
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The Clarity Project is more than a simple reshuffling and redrafting
of auditing standards; it is an im portant move tow ard the globalization
of auditing standards. This article summarizes the project’s nature and a
few of the more im portant details of the clarified standards and implica
tions for practitioners and educators.
Among the most significant changes are:
• A change to a consistent and more readable form at for all standards;
• A change in the authoritative status of the traditional 10 generally
accepted auditing standards;
• Changes in the wording of the auditor’s report; and
• Changes in standards for group audits.

Changes Expected in Clarified and
Revised SASs
The ASB’s plan for the Clarity Project is to completely revise and recod
ify all existing auditing (AU) sections of AICPA Professional Standards.
In some cases, individual AU sections are being clarified “one for one”
into individual clarified standards. In other cases, existing AU sections
are being regrouped and clarified into one or more newly num bered
standards. As a result, alm ost all topics currently associated w ith certain
existing AU section numbers will be retitled and assigned AU section
numbers different from those in the existing standards.
The ASB will issue many of the clarified standards in the form of
one new statement on auditing standards (SAS) that will be codified in
“AU section” form at—just as the existing standards are codified. SAS
numbering, however, will not start over w ith SAS no. 1. Rather, the SAS
num ber for the clarified standards will start with the next consecutive
num ber that is available at the time the finalized clarified standards are
ready to be issued. SASs no. 117 through no. 121 have already been
issued in clarity format. As such, while other exposure drafts outstanding
could be issued prior to its adoption by the ASB, the new codified SAS is
expected to be num bered 122. The codified SAS is scheduled to be effec
tive for periods ending on or after Dec. 15, 2012, and current auditing
standards will be effective until that time.
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Exhibit 1 lists selected proposed changes to SASs based on current
practices. This article reviews a few of the more significant changes.

Format of New SASs
The m ost obvious changes resulting from the Clarity Project will be the
required form at and wording of the standards. The typical form at in a
clarified SAS follows:
Introduction. The “Introduction” describes the scope of the stan
dard, provides essential m aterial for understanding the nature of the
standard, and notes the effective date. The ASB decided to make the
effective date for future clarified standards “for periods ending on or
after” rather than “for periods beginning on or after.” This will ensure
that the redrafted standards are not effective for audits of financial state
ments for periods that are shorter than 12 m onths in the first year the
clarified SASs are effective.
Objective. According to the AICPA, the foundation of the Clarity
Project is the establishment of an objective for each auditing standard
in order to better reflect a principles-based approach to standard set
ting. The “Objective” section provides the context for the requirements,
providing the overall purpose for the requirements and establishing a
fram ework for the application of judgment by the auditor in interpreting
the standard.
Definitions. The “Definitions” section defines any terms or expres
sions th at are being introduced in a standard for the first time. For
instance, in the Definitions section of SAS no. 120, the phrase “appli
cable financial reporting fram ew ork” is introduced. The ASB is drafting
the revised standards with the viewpoint that these standards are neutral
about the financial reporting framework used in the financial statements.
This viewpoint allows for the possibility that the financial statements
being audited have been prepared in accordance with fram eworks other
than GAAP (for example, IFRS).
Requirements. “Requirem ents” will be presented as unconditional
(indicated by must) or presumptively m andatory (indicated by should).
M ost requirem ents will be expressed as a should, m eaning th at the
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auditor is required to comply w ith the requirem ent, but, in rare cir
cumstances, may depart from the requirem ent by performing alternative
audit procedures to achieve the intent of the requirement, provided that
the auditor document justification for the departure. Requirements pre
sented as a m ust need to be followed w ithout departure.
A pplication and O ther Explanatory M aterial. The “Application
and O ther Explanatory M aterial” section is indicated by applying an
“A ” prefix to the applicable paragraph number. This section of the stan
dard uses the term may when providing examples and other explana
tory inform ation. It is im portant to note that the Application and O ther
Explanatory Material section is an integral part o f the standard, and
auditors are required to have an understanding o f this section. This sec
tion also includes special considerations for audits of governmental enti
ties and for audits of smaller, less complex organizations. Each finalized
standard may also include an exhibit that notes any substantive differ
ences with the applicable ISA.

Change in Status for GAAS
One of the m ost basic changes being made in the clarified standards
is the status of the 10 basic rules traditionally know n as the generally
accepted auditing standards (GAAS) contained in current AU section
150. Auditors have traditionally classified these 10 standards into three
groups: general, fieldwork and reporting.
Through the Clarity Project, the requirements included in the 10
standards have been incorporated into various clarified standards. To
provide a fram ework that is helpful in understanding and explaining an
audit, the 10 standards will form the basis for “clarified principles” that,
while still broadly applicable, will not carry any authority but rather
provide a fram ew ork that is helpful in understanding and explaining
an audit. These clarified principles are presented in the Preface of the
clarified standards, included with the clarified SAS, Overall Objectives
o f the Independent Auditor and the Conduct o f an A udit in Accordance
with GAAS.
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Changes in the Auditor's Report
The clarified SAS, Forming an O pinion and Reporting on Financial
Statements, along with the clarified SAS, M odification to the O pinion
in the Independent A uditor’s Report, and the clarified SAS, Emphasisof-M atter Paragraphs and Other-M atter Paragraphs in the Independent
A uditor’s Report, will, in com bination, supersede prior auditing stan
dards associated w ith the a u d ito r’s reports for financial statem ent
audits, including most of AU section 508, Reports on A udited Financial
Statements. The prim ary changes, once again, pertain more to the
appearance and presentation of the report than to the substance that
supports the auditor’s report. However, the changes to the report form at
are significant, including the following:
• The introduction paragraph will no longer have a reference to either
m anagem ent’s or the auditor’s responsibility.
• A new section of the report will be required w ith the heading
“M anagem ent’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements.” This
section will describe m anagem ent’s responsibility for the prepara
tion and fair presentation of the financial statements and will refer
ence m anagem ent’s responsibility for the design, im plem entation
and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and
fair presentation of the financial statements that are free from m ate
rial misstatement, whether due to error or fraud.
• Another new section of the report, requiring the heading “A uditor’s
Responsibility,” will include a statem ent related to the auditor’s
responsibility to express an opinion on the financial statements
based on the audit. This section essentially replaces the “scope”
paragraph and will also include a statement that the audit was con
ducted in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
in the United States (or other standards and country of origin, if
applicable).
• The opinion paragraph will be preceded by the heading “O pinion,”
clearly differentiating the opinion from the report. N o other changes
have been made to the unqualified opinion paragraph. W hen the
auditor issues an opinion other than unqualified, the paragraph
detailing the reason for the modified report is still required imme
diately preceding the opinion paragraph, but now m ust have an
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appropriate heading: “Basis for Qualified O pinion,” “Basis for
Adverse O pinion,” or “Basis for Disclaimer of O pinion.” U.S.
standards will differ from ISAs as an explanation-of-m atter (EOM)
paragraph for an unqualified opinion will continue to be required
whenever there is an inconsistency.
Additional guidance is provided and requirements added when the
auditor has other reporting responsibilities, such as reporting on legal
or regulatory requirements. Signature and date of the report will remain
essentially the same as under current auditing standards.

Changes in Standards for Group Audits
One prim ary change that has been affected by the globalization effort
is the introduction of the “Group A udit” standard, based on ISA 600
(revised), The W ork o f Related Auditors and Other Auditors in the A udit
o f Group Financial Statements. U.S. standards include only limited guid
ance in this area (SAS no. 1, section 543, Part o f A udit Performed by
O ther Independent Auditors).
The clarified SAS, Special Considerations— A udits o f Group
Financial Statements (Including the W ork o f C om ponent Auditors), will
likely create significant changes in the scoping of m ultilocation audits.
The requirements of the clarified SAS will require multioffice audit firms
w ith tw o or more offices involved in an engagement to audit group
financial statements to consider, among other things, the group engage
ment team ’s process to assess risk and the determ ination of materiality
to be used to audit the group financial statements and m ateriality to be
used to audit components.

Impact on Standards for Public
Companies
While the PCAOB has remained silent on the issue, the globalization
of auditing standards by the ASB might be viewed as a precursor to the
same type of project by the PCAOB. W hat im pact m ight the Clarity
Project have on standards for public companies, for which the PCAOB
has sole authority?
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In 2003, the PCAOB adopted existing U.S. GAAS as interim stan
dards, subject to periodic revision as the board deemed necessary. Since
that time, the PCAOB has issued its own auditing standards in areas of
the audit in which differentiated audit procedures or reporting require
ments have been considered necessary. These areas largely pertain to
audits of internal control over financial reporting as well as reports on
those controls, audit docum entation and engagement quality review.
The PCAOB’s Office of the Chief Auditor has developed its own
agenda for revisions of auditing standards applicable to issuers, based on
its independent analysis of the continuing applicability of existing interim
standards, as well as results of PCAOB inspections, and recent economic
developments such as the dow nturn in financial m arkets caused by the
banking crisis of 2008. The PCAOB has not yet announced any changes
resulting from the ASB’s Clarity Project. However, we think it is likely
that the PCAOB will amend its standards in accordance with its stated
policy for ongoing revisions to ensure that they are current and in step
with existing best practices.

Timeline of Clarification Project Events
• 2002: Passage of Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
• 2003: The IAASB begins w ork on Clarity Project.
• 2004: The ASB aligns agenda with the IAASB and begins w ork on
Convergence Plan.
• 2006: The IAASB establishes conventions for drafting clarified stan
dards and begins redrafting process.
• 2007 (March): The ASB issues discussion paper on Clarity Project.
• 2008 (April): The ASB issues exposure draft of first clarified
standard.
• 2008 (December): The IAASB completes Clarity Project.
• 2009 (December): Clarified ISAs go into effect.
• 2011 (expected October): ASB completes Clarity Project.
• 2012 (expected): Clarified SASs become effective for periods ending
on or after Dec. 15, 2012.
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Executive Summary
• Since 2004, the AICPA’s Auditing Standards Board (ASB) has
aligned its agenda w ith th at of the International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board. Each group has undertaken a project
to simplify, standardize and recodify its auditing standards to be
easier to understand and more consistently applicable on a global
basis.
• The ASB will complete its Clarity Project in 2011, and its new
standards are expected to be effective for periods ending on or after
Dec. 15, 2012.
• The Clarity Project will result in the first complete recodification
of U.S. GAAS since 1972. The new revised form at for all existing
auditing (AU) sections of AICPA Professional Standards includes an
introduction, objective, definitions, requirements, and application
and other explanatory material.
• W ording will be clearer, easier to understand, and consistent across
international borders.
• Some existing AU sections will be redrafted “one for one,” while
others will be regrouped and clarified into one or more newly num 
bered standards.
• Among the m ore substantive changes will be the change in status
of the 10 generally accepted auditing standards, the wording of the
auditor’s standard report and standards for group audits.
Jan Taylor Morris (jtmOl 7@shsu.edu) is an assistant professor of accounting at
Sam Houston State University. C. William Thomas (bill_thomas@baylor.edu)

is the KPMG/Holton Chair and J.E. Bush Professor of Accounting at Baylor
University.

Replacing SAS 70
New standards for engagements involving
outsourcing
By Judith M. Sherinsky, CPA
August 2010

Guidance for CPAs who audit the financial statements of entities that
outsource work to service organizations and those who report on con
trols at service organizations is being revamped and relocated.
Since 1992, Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) no. 70, Service
Organizations, has been the source of the requirements and guidance
for CPAs reporting on controls at service organizations and for CPAs
auditing the financial statements of entities that use service organiza
tions to accomplish tasks that may affect their financial statements. SAS
no. 70 has been divided and replaced by two new standards. One is a
Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) also known
as an attestation standard; the other is a SAS (an auditing standard). The
requirements for reporting on controls at service organizations has been
placed in SSAE no. 16, Reporting on Controls at a Service Organization
(see Official Releases, page 82). The requirements for auditing the finan
cial statements of entities that use service organizations remains in the
auditing standards in a new SAS, A udit Considerations Relating to an
E ntity Using a Service Organization.
M oving the requirements for CPAs reporting on controls at service
organizations to the attestation standards better reflects the nature of the
work being performed. SASs primarily provide guidance on reporting on
an audit of financial statements, whereas the SSAEs primarily provide
guidance on reporting on other subject m atter. In a service auditor’s
engagement, a CPA reports on a service organization’s description of its
system and on a service organization’s controls that are relevant to user
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entities’ internal control over financial reporting. Because an examination
of a description of a system and controls is not an audit of financial
statem ents, the Auditing Standards Board (ASB) agreed th at the new
standard should be moved to the attestation standards. This decision
also aligns with the ASB’s effort to converge its standards with those
of the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB).
SSAE no. 16 is based on the IAASB’s assurance standard (the equivalent
of an attestation standard) for service auditors, International Standard
on Assurance Engagements (ISAE) no. 3402, Assurance Reports on
Controls at a Service Organization.

Using a Service Organization
M any companies function more efficiently and profitability by outsourc
ing certain tasks or functions to other organizations that have the per
sonnel, expertise or equipment to accomplish the tasks. In some cases the
outsourced w ork generates inform ation that is included in the outsourc
er’s financial statements, for example, claims expense and the related
liability in the financial statements of health insurance companies. W hen
the claims processing function is outsourced, health plan customers are
instructed to submit their claims directly to the claims processor, which
processes the claims based on rules established by the insurers, for exam 
ple, rules related to eligibility and the am ount to be paid for each service.
The claims processor provides the insurers with data, such as the cost of
claims processed during a period, and this inform ation flows through to
the insurers’ financial statements. Even though this inform ation is gener
ated by the claims processor, the insurers are responsible for the accuracy
of that inform ation because it is included in their financial statements.
For the auditors of the insurers’ financial statements, the responsi
bility for auditing the inform ation generated by the claims processor is
the same as it would be for auditing the other financial statem ent infor
m ation generated by the insurers themselves. The auditors m ust find a
way to obtain evidence th at supports the assertions in the health insur
ers’ financial statements that include or are affected by the inform ation
generated by the claims processor. SSAE no. 16 identifies an entity that
perform s a specialized task or function for other entities as a service
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organization (in the prior example, the claims processor is the service
organization) and the entities that outsource a task or function to a
service organization as user entities (the health insurers in the example).
The auditors auditing the financial statements of user entities are known
as user auditors.

The Need for Information About the
Service Organization's Controls
Before detailing some of the changes brought about by SSAE no. 16,
some background on the need for controls inform ation in outsourcing
relationships might be helpful.
In some cases, m anagement of a user entity is able to m onitor the
quality of the data it receives from a service organization by establishing
controls that enable it to prevent, or detect and correct, misstatements
in its financial statements resulting from errors in the data received from
a service organization. This would be the case if the user entity initi
ates and records the transactions it submits to the service organization
for processing. For example, if m anagement of a user entity instructs a
broker-dealer to purchase or sell investments on its behalf (a directed
account) and records the details of those transactions, it would be able
to compare the inform ation in the broker-dealer’s statements with its
own records and with price quotes from independent sources to ensure
that the transactions initiated by the user entity are accurately reflected
in the broker-dealer’s statements. If the custodian of the investments is
independent of the broker-dealer, m anagement can compare the brokerdealer’s statements with the custodian’s statements to determine whether
investments held at a specified date, per the broker-dealer’s statements,
agree with, or can be reconciled to, investments held by the custodian
at that date.
In other cases, the user entity relies on the service organization to
initiate, execute and record the transactions. An example is a user entity
that grants a broker-dealer authority to purchase and sell investments
on its behalf based on written guidelines provided by the user entity (a
discretionary account). In these circumstances, the broker-dealer is not
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required to obtain approval from the user entity before initiating each
transaction because the broker-dealer has been authorized by the user
entity to initiate transactions.
The broker-dealer usually provides the user entity with trade con
firmations as well as periodic statements to inform the user entity of the
transactions that have occurred, its holdings at a specified date, their
value and the earnings on the investments. In that situation, all of the
inform ation provided to the user entity comes from the broker-dealer,
and the user auditor may need to obtain inform ation about the effective
ness of the broker-dealer’s controls that affect the quality and reliability
of the inform ation provided to the user entities.
Even though such controls are located and operating at the service
organization, they are relevant to the user entity’s internal control over
financial reporting because they are designed to prevent, or detect and
correct, errors in the inform ation provided to user entities. If controls at
the broker-dealer are operating effectively, errors in the data provided
to the user entities will be prevented, or detected and corrected, and
misstatements in the user entities’ financial statements will be avoided.

How to Obtain Information About a
Service Organization's Controls
One approach a user auditor may take to obtain inform ation about con
trols at a service organization that affect the data provided to user enti
ties is to visit the service organization and test its controls. Theoretically
this approach should work; however, when many businesses outsource
to a service provider, there may also be many user auditors requesting
to visit the service organization and talk to its personnel, all of which
disrupts the service organization’s business.
To avoid this problem, a service organization may engage a CPA to
report on controls at the service organization that affect the inform ation
provided to user entities and included in their financial statements. Such
an engagement is commonly know n as a service auditor’s engagement,
and the CPA perform ing such an engagement is know n as a service
auditor.
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Service organizations that undergo such an engagement generally
provide copies of the service auditor’s report to their user entities, and
the user entities provide them to their user auditors. The report enables
user auditors to obtain evidence about the quality and accuracy of the
inform ation provided to the user entities. SSAE no. 16 contains the
requirements and guidance for a CPA reporting on a service organiza
tio n ’s controls that are relevant to user entities’ internal control over
financial reporting.
In a service auditor’s engagement, m anagement of the service orga
nization m ust provide a description of the service organization’s system
that includes, among other things, the nature of the service provided to
user entities, how the service is perform ed, the service organization’s
controls over the service, and the related control objectives.
SSAE no. 16 enables a service auditor to issue two types of reports.
In a type 1 report, the service auditor expresses an opinion on whether
the description is fairly presented (that is, whether it describes w hat actu
ally exists) and whether the controls included in the description are suit
ability designed. Controls that are suitably designed are able to achieve
the related control objectives if they operate effectively. In a type 2 report,
the service auditor’s report contains the same opinions as those in a type
1 report but also includes an opinion on whether the controls were oper
ating effectively. Controls that operate effectively do achieve the control
objectives they were intended to achieve. A type 2 report also includes a
description of the service auditor’s tests of operating effectiveness and the
results of those tests so that user auditors can determine how the results
of the service auditor’s tests affect a particular user entity.

New Requirements and Other Changes
One new requirem ent in SSAE no. 16 is for the service auditor to obtain
a w ritten assertion from m anagement of the service organization about
the fairness of the presentation of the description of the service orga
nization’s system and about the suitability of the design and, in a type
2 engagement, the operating effectiveness of the controls. That asser
tion will either accompany the service auditor’s report or be included in
the description of the service organization’s system. In addition to the
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required m anagement assertion, some of the other substantive changes
introduced in SSAE no. 16 are that:
• The service auditor may not use evidence obtained in prior engage
ments about the satisfactory operation of controls in prior periods
to provide a basis for a reduction in testing, even if it is supple
mented with evidence obtained during the current period.
• The service auditor is required to identify in the description of tests
of controls any tests of controls performed by internal auditors and
the service auditor’s procedures with respect to that work.
• In a type 2 engagement, the service auditor’s opinion on the descrip
tion of the service organization’s system and on the suitability of
the design of controls covers a period (the same period as the period
covered by the service auditor’s tests of the operating effectiveness
of controls). In SAS no. 70, the opinion on the description and on
the suitability of the design of controls in a type 2 report is as of a
specified date, rather than for a period.
• The service auditor’s exam ination report must contain the report
elements identified in paragraph .85 of AT section 101. (These
report elements are tailored to a service auditor’s engagement in
paragraphs 52 and 53 of SSAE no. 16.)

New SAS for User Auditors
The new SAS for user auditors finalized in M ay expands on how a user
auditor audits the financial statements of a user entity to enable the user
auditor to fulfill two im portant requirements of the risk assessment stan
dards: (1) to obtain an understanding of the entity, including its internal
control relevant to the audit, sufficient to identify and assess the risks of
material misstatement and (2) to design and perform further audit proce
dures responsive to those risks. It is based on the IAASB’s International
Standard on Auditing no. 402. The effective date of the SAS is for audits
of financial statements for periods ending on or after Dec. 15, 2012.

Timing of the Changes
SSAE no. 16 will take effect before the new SAS for user auditors (the
SSAE is effective for service auditor’s reports for periods ending on or
after June 15, 2011); therefore, there will be a period when the guidance
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for service auditors in AU section 324 is superseded but the guidance for
user auditors in AU section 324 is still effective. AU section 324 will not
be updated until both the new SAS and SSAE no. 16 take effect. That
decision was made because the guidance for service auditors and for
user auditors in AU section 324 is so intertwined that, if the guidance
for service auditors were deleted, the guidance for user auditors would
no longer be meaningful.
Until the new SAS takes effect, user auditors should use the guid
ance currently in AU section 324. A notation will be placed at the begin
ning of AU section 324 informing readers that the guidance for service
auditors has been superseded by SSAE no. 16. The new SAS does not
contain any significant changes for user auditors. W hen the new SAS
becomes effective, it will replace the guidance for user auditors currently
in AU section 324. (The guidance for service auditors will be in the attes
tation standards in SSAE no. 16.)

How to Report on Controls Over Matters
Other Than Financial Reporting
In the past, many CPAs used SAS no. 70 to report on controls at a ser
vice organization that are unrelated to user entities’ internal control over
financial reporting, for example, controls over the privacy of custom ers’
inform ation. However, SAS no. 70 is not applicable to examinations of
controls over subject m atter other than financial reporting, and neither
is SSAE no. 16.
There is increasing dem and for reports on controls over subject
m atter other than financial reporting. For example, many user entities
are required by law or regulation to m aintain the privacy of the inform a
tion they collect from customers, including the privacy of that inform a
tion when it is at a service organization. To address these requirements,
m anagement of the user entity may ask the service organization for a
CPA’s report on the effectiveness of its controls over the privacy of the
inform ation it processes for user entities.
If a CPA is engaged to examine and issue a report on controls over
subject m atter other than financial reporting, such an engagement should
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be performed under AT section 101, A ttest Engagements, of the attesta
tion standards, but not under SSAE no. 16 (nor under SAS no. 70).
The increasing use of cloud computing facilities, which provide user
entities with on-dem and netw ork access to a shared pool of computing
resources, such as networks, servers, storage, applications and services,
has created an increased dem and for reports by CPAs on controls
over subject m atter other than financial reporting at cloud computing
facilities. A special task force of the AICPA Assurance Services
Executive Committee is developing a new guide Reporting on Controls
at a Service Provider Relevant to Security, Availability, Processing
Integrity, Confidentiality, or Privacy, that will specifically address such
engagements, which are performed under AT section 101. T hat guide is
expected to be available in early 2011.

Transitioning
M ost service auditors believe that new SSAE no. 16 and the related user
auditor SAS will not significantly change practice. Up until the issuance
of ISAE no. 3402, the international auditing and assurance standards
contained an ISA for user auditors but did not contain a standard for ser
vice auditors performing a service auditor’s engagement. M any aspects
of new ISAE no. 3402 are based on SAS no. 70 as well as the more
detailed implem entation guidance in the related AICPA Audit Guide,
Service Organizations, Applying SAS N o. 70. Once CPAs who are famil
iar with the existing service organization standards become familiar with
the geography of the new standards (user auditor guidance in the SASs,
service auditor guidance in the SSAEs), it is likely that the transition will
not be difficult.

Misconceptions About SAS 70
A popular misunderstanding about SAS no. 70 is that a service organi
zation becomes “SAS 70 certified” after undergoing a type 1 or type 2
engagement. However, no such certification exists nor will it exist under
SSAE no. 16.
An SSAE 16 report (as w ith a SAS 70 report) is prim arily an
auditor-to-auditor com m unication, designed to provide user auditors
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with detailed inform ation about controls at a service organization that
affect the inform ation provided to user entities. All service auditors’
reports include a detailed description of the service organization’s
system, and a type 2 report includes a detailed description of tests of
controls perform ed by the service auditor and the results of those tests.
The user auditor reads this detailed inform ation to determine how the
service organization’s system generates inform ation and how the service
organization interacts with the user entity’s financial reporting system,
including how the inform ation gets incorporated into the user entity’s
financial statements. Such inform ation generally is lengthy and detailed
and could not be comm unicated via a certification.
Use of an SSAE 16 report, like a SAS 70 report, is restricted by the
service auditor to only the service organization client, user entities and
user auditors. Therefore, an SSAE 16 report is not a general use report
and, as such, should not be used by anyone other than the specified par
ties named in the restricted use paragraph.

Executive Summary
• As part of the Auditing Standards B oard’s efforts to converge U.S.
and international standards, SAS no. 70 is being divided into parts
and replaced by two new standards. The changes also place the
standards in areas that better reflect the nature of the subject m atter
and the work performed.
• SSAE no. 16, Reporting on Controls a t a Service Organization,
is based on International Standard on Assurance Engagements no.
3402, Assurance Reports on Controls at a Service Organization. It
is effective for reports for periods ending on or after June 15, 2011.
Earlier implem entation is perm itted.
• One new requirem ent in SSAE no. 16 is for the service auditor to
obtain a written assertion from the service organization’s m anage
ment about the fairness of the presentation of the description of
its system and about the suitability of the design and, in a type 2
engagement, the operating effectiveness of the controls.
• In M ay, the ASB finalized a new SAS for user auditors, A udit
Considerations Relating to an E ntity Using a Service Organization,
that is based on the IAASB’s International Standard on Auditing
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no. 402. It expands on how an auditor audits the financial state
ments of an entity that outsources tasks th at affect its financial
statements to enable the auditor to fulfill two requirements of the
risk assessment standards: obtaining an understanding of the entity,
including its internal control relevant to the audit, sufficient to iden
tify and assess the risks of material misstatement, and designing and
performing further audit procedures responsive to those risks.
• Requirements for CPAs examining and issuing reports on controls
over subject m atter other than financial reporting are housed in AT
section 101, A ttest Engagements, of the attestation standards, not
under SSAE no. 16 (nor under SAS no. 70). The AICPA is develop
ing a new guide that addresses reporting on a service provider’s
controls over subject m atter other than financial reporting.
Judith M. Sherinsky (jsherinsky@aicpa.org) is a technical manager, audit and

attest standards, for the AICPA.
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Clarity Project: Frequently
Asked Questions
November 2010

In response to frequently asked questions regarding the status and impli
cations of the Clarity Project, below are answers to those questions most
commonly asked.

Q. W hat is the Clarity Project?
A. To help CPAs understand generally accepted auditing standards
(GAAS) and to improve compliance with their requirements, in 2004 the
Auditing Standards Board (ASB) launched a significant effort to make
U.S. GAAS easier to read, understand and apply. In 2007, clarity drafting
conventions were developed and are being applied to all standards issued
by the ASB after January 2008. In 2009, the International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) completed a similar project to clar
ify its International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Currently, the ASB is
converging U.S. GAAS with the ISAs while avoiding unnecessary conflict
with Public Company Accounting Oversight Board standards. All AU
sections of currently effective Statements on Auditing Standards (SASs)
in AICPA Professional Standards are being modified. See the “Improving
the Clarity of ASB Standards” page on the AICPA’s dedicated website,
for more inform ation on the Clarity Project.
Q. W hen does the ASB expect to complete the Clarity Project?
A. The ASB is working tow ard completing the project in the second half
of 2011, with the possible exception of the following two AU sections:
• the clarity redraft of AU section 341, The A uditor’s Consideration
o f the E n tity’s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern (SAS No.
59), whose redraft and revision are being delayed in order to enable
the proposed SAS to align with expected U.S. accounting standards,
and
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• the clarity redraft of AU section 322, The A uditor’s Consideration
o f the Internal A udit Function in an A udit o f Financial Statements
(SAS No. 65), whose redraft and revision are delayed in order to
enable the proposed SAS to align w ith the IAASB’s revisions to the
clarified ISA 610, Using the W ork o f Internal Auditors, which was
issued in 2008. These revisions have resulted in the July 2010 issu
ance of proposed ISA 610 (Revised), Using the W ork o f Internal
Auditors.
Q. Once all of the AU sections have been clarified, how will they be
issued?
A. The ASB will issue many of the clarified standards in one SAS that
will be codified in “AU section” form at, just as it did in 1972, when SAS
No. 1, Codification o f Auditing Standards and Procedures, was issued.
SAS No. 1 was issued as one “book” that contained all of the standards
codified in “AU section” form at within the SAS. Each AU section was
assigned a num ber and a title.
AU sections that are clarified subsequent to the issuance of that one
SAS will be issued as one or more separate SASs.
To address practice issues, certain SASs have been issued in advance.
These standards have been assigned numbers and include SAS N o. 117,
which deals with compliance audits, and SASs No. 118, 119, and 120,
which deal with supplementary inform ation. SAS No. 121 is not a clari
fied SAS; it amends SAS No. 100 and will be superseded by a clarified
SAS.
Q. Will the SAS numbering start over as N o. 1?
A. No. The SAS num ber will be the next consecutive num ber that is
available. For purposes of the remainder of these questions, let’s presume
the clarified standards will be issued as SAS No. 122.

Q. W hat will happen to the existing SASs and AU sections when SAS
N o. 122 is issued?
A. W hen SAS No. 122 becomes effective, it will supersede the previously
issued SASs that it clarifies. However, the superseded AU sections are
expected to be retained until January 2014, at which time SAS No. 122
will be fully effective.

Clarity Project: Frequently Asked Questions

Q. Once issued, when will the clarified SASs become effective?
A. Because SASs N o. 117-120 have been issued, their effective dates
have already been established as follows:
• SAS No. 117, Compliance Audits, is effective for compliance audits
for fiscal periods ending on or after June 15, 2010. Early applica
tion is perm itted.
• SAS No. 118, Other Information in Documents Containing Audited
Financial Statements, is effective for audits of financial statements
for periods beginning on or after December 15, 2010. Early applica
tion is permitted.
• SAS N o. 119, Supplem entary Inform ation in Relation to the
Financial Statements as a Whole, is effective for audits of financial
statements for periods beginning on or after December 15, 2010.
Early application is permitted.
• SAS N o. 120, Required Supplem entary Inform ation, is effective
for audits of financial statements for periods beginning on or after
December 15, 2010. Early application is permitted.
The effective date for all other clarified SASs is for audits of finan
cial statements for periods ending on or after December 15, 2012. This
date was changed by the ASB in M ay 2010 in order to allow more time
for finalization of the standards as well as to give our members more
time for training and updating of firm methodologies.

Q. H ow will the current AU section num bering and titles change?
A. The ASB is conducting the Clarity Project to clarify all existing AU
sections. In some cases, individual AU sections are being revised “one for
one” into individual clarified standards. In other cases, some AU sections
are grouped together and revised as one or more clarified standards.
As a result, topics currently associated with certain AU sections may
be retitled and assigned to different AU sections in SAS No. 122 View
a schedule that maps the existing AU sections to the SASs that would
supersede them and the new AU section numbers.
In addition, the ASB has revised the AU section num ber order that
was established by SAS No. 1 to follow the ISA num ber order for all
clarified AU sections for which there are comparable ISAs. This revision
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was based on the desire to m aintain consistency with ISA convergence,
and simplicity for firms that use both ISAs and SASs. New AU section
numbers have been assigned for all clarified AU sections for which there
are no corresponding ISAs. View a m aster table of contents that reflects
the new AU section num ber order.
Q. Will early adoption of SAS No. 122 be permitted?
A. The ASB has decided that early adoption of SAS No. 122 would not
be appropriate. It is im portant, for legal and practice inspection p u r
poses, to be very clear which standards are in effect. Therefore, auditors
should continue to comply with the current standards until the date that
SAS N o. 122 is effective.
However, nothing precludes an auditor from implementing aspects
of the clarified SASs before their effective date, as long as the auditor
continues to comply with the current standards.

Q. Once SAS No. 122 is effective, will the ASB continue to issue SASs?
A. Yes. Just as it has up until now, the ASB will continue to issue SASs
that will create, amend, or supersede AU sections. In this case, SASs
issued subsequent to SAS No. 122 will impact the AU sections that SAS
No. 122 will contain.
Q. H ow can I access the clarified exposure drafts that have been issued,
or the clarified standards that have been finalized, thus far?
A. As each exposure draft of a clarified auditing standard is issued, it is
made available at the “Improving the Clarity of ASB Standards” page
on the AICPA’s website. As each clarified auditing standard is final
ized, it is made available at the “Final Clarified Statements on Auditing
Standards” page on the AICPA’s website.
Please remember, however, that finalized clarified auditing stan
dards are not effective yet.
Q. H ow can I get more inform ation about Accounting and Auditing
activities?
A. For more inform ation, visit the “Accounting and A uditing” interest
area home page on AICPA’s dedicated website.

Summary o f Changes
in Requirements from
Statements on Auditing
Standards (SASs) No. 1
through No. 120 to
Clarified SASs
As of December 2010 (Revised April 2011)

This analysis has been prepared by the Audit & Attest Standards team
for inform ational purposes only. It is not authoritative and has not
been acted on or reviewed by the Auditing Standards Board.

In an effort to make U.S. generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS)
easier to read, understand, and apply, the Auditing Standards Board
(ASB) is in the process of redrafting all of the auditing sections in
Codification of Statements on Auditing Standards to apply the clarity
drafting conventions and to converge with International Standards on
Auditing (ISA).
The following table lists the clarified Statements on Auditing
Standards (SASs) and their new AU section num ber. It notes which
extant AU section(s) are superseded by each clarified SAS, and it sum
marizes the changes from the extant AU section.
To reflect a more principles-based approach to standard setting,
certain requirem ents th at were duplicative of broader requirem ents
within an AU section have been moved to application and other explana
tory material within the clarified SAS. The ASB believes that this does
not change the overall effectiveness of the clarified SAS. Additionally,
certain requirements that were in one AU section may have been moved
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to another AU section. The placement of these requirements does not
create a difference between extant SASs as a whole and the clarified SASs
as a whole.
Summary of Changes

[ Accwriance Hffitt Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
Supersedes: AU sections 110,201,210,220, and 230 (SAS No. 1, Codification of Auditing
Standards and Procedures, section 110, Responsibilities and Functions of the Independent
Auditor, as amended; section 201, Nature of the General Standards', section 210, Training
and Proficiency of the Independent Auditor, as amended; section 220, Independence;
and section 230, Due Professional Care in the Performance of Work, as amended); AU
section 120 (SAS No. 102, Defining Professional Responsibilities in Statements on Auditing
Standards}; and AU section 150 (SAS No. 95, Generally Accepted Auditing Standards, as
amended) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant:
The clarified SAS does not substantially change what is required of the auditor by the
superseded sections. However, the structure of the SASs is changed by the clarified SAS,
and new terminology is introduced.
The clarified SAS supersedes SAS No. 95, as amended, which contains the general, field
work, and reporting standards (the 10 standards). The clarity drafting conventions adopted
by the ASB include establishing an objective, or objectives, for each SAS. The clarified SAS
establishes the overall objectives of the auditor, which are
a. to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, thereby enabling
the auditor to express an opinion on whether the financial statements are prepared, in
all material respects, in accordance with an applicable financial reporting framework
and
b. to report on the financial statements, or otherwise as required by the SASs, in
accordance with the auditor's findings.
As explained in paragraph A71 of the clarified SAS, each SAS contains an objective, or
objectives, that provide a link between the requirements and the overall objectives of the
auditor. The SASs taken together provide the standards for the auditor’s work in fulfilling the
overall objectives of the auditor.
If an auditor fulfills the overall objective of the auditor and meets applicable ethical
requirements, such as the AICPA Code o f Professional Conduct, the ASB believes that the
auditor will have fulfilled the requirements currently stated in the 10 standards.
The clarified SAS introduces the terms financial reporting framework, applicable financial
reporting framework, fair-presentation framework, and regulatory and contractual-based
framework.

Supersedes: Paragraphs .05—.10. of AU section 311 (paragraphs 5-10 of SAS No. 108,
Planning and Supervision, as amended) and paragraphs .03, .05—.10, and .14 of AU section
315 (paragraphs 3,5-10, and 14 of SAS No. 84, Communications Between Predecessor and
Successor Auditors, as amended) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)

Summary o f Changes in Requirements from SASs to Clarified SASs

Summary of Changes
Changes From Extant
Paragraph 6(a) of the clarified SAS requires the auditor to determine whether the financial
reporting framework to be applied in the preparation of the financial statements is
acceptable. The auditor's responsibility for determining the acceptability of the applicable
financial reporting framework, which is necessary in order to express an opinion on the
financial statements, has been implicit in GAAS. Thus, this change in requirements is
not expected to affect current practice, and it is appropriate that this determination be
performed in conjunction with accepting the engagement.
Paragraph 6(b) of the clarified SAS requires the auditor to obtain the agreement of
management that it acknowledges and understands its responsibility for selecting the
appropriate financial reporting framework, establishing and maintaining internal control,
and providing access and information to the auditor. Paragraph .08 of AU section 311
requires that the auditor should establish an understanding with management and requires
that the understanding should include management's responsibilities. Paragraph .09 of
AU section 311 includes management's responsibility for the selection and application of
financial reporting, establishing and maintaining internal control, and making all financial
records and related information available to the auditor as matters that may be included in
the understanding established with the client Thus, a level of detail that is suggested in AU
section 311 is required in the clarified SAS. The ASB believes that it is appropriate to require
that management's responsibilities be explicit in the engagement letter because there is no
point in starting an audit if management won't acknowledge its responsibilities.
Paragraph 7 of the clarified SAS requires that if management or those charged with
governance of an entity that is not required by law or regulation to have an audit impose a
limitation on the scope of the auditor's work in the terms of a proposed audit engagement
such that the auditor believes the limitation w ill result in the auditor disclaiming an opinion
on the financial statements as a whole, the auditor should not accept such a limited
engagement as an audit engagement unless the audit is required by law or regulation.
Paragraph 8 requires that, unless required by law or regulation to do so, the auditor should
not accept the engagement if the auditor has determined that the applicable financial
reporting framework is not acceptable or if the agreement referred to in paragraph 6(b)
has not been obtained. Existing GAAS does not contain these requirements. Thus, these
changes in requirements will affect current practice.
Paragraph 13 of the clarified SAS requires the auditor to assess for recurring audits
whether circumstances require the terms of the audit engagement to be revised. If the
auditor concludes that the terms of the engagement need not be revised, the auditor should
remind the entity of the terms of die engagement This may be accomplished by means of a
new engagement letter or a reminder, either written or oral, that the responsibilities in the
previous terms of engagement still apply. Paragraph .08 of AU section 311 requires that the
auditor should establish an understanding with the client for each engagement, which in
practice may not result in a reminder each year for recurring audits. The clarified SAS also
requires that the reminder, which may be written or oral, should be documented. These
requirements may affect current practice, depending on how the extant standard has been
interpreted.
Paragraph 15 of the clarified SAS addresses situations in which the auditor is requested to
change the audit engagement to an engagement that conveys a lower level of assurance.
These situations are addressed in Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review
Services. Thus, including these requirements in GAAS will not affect current practice.
(continued)
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Summary of Changes
Paragraph 18 of the clarified SAS addresses situations in which law or regulation
prescribes the layout or wording of the auditor's report in a form or in terms that are
significantly different from the requirements of GAAS. Existing GAAS requires that in such
circumstances, the auditor reword the prescribed form or attach a separate report. The
clarified SAS includes the explicit requirement that if the auditor determines that rewording
the prescribed form or attaching a separate report would not be permitted or would not
mitigate the risk of users misunderstanding the auditor's report, the auditor should not
accept the engagement Thus, this change in requirement may affect current practice.
228

Quality Control for an Engagement Conducted in Accordance With Generally
Accepted Auditing Standards

Supersedes: AU section 161 (SAS No. 25, The Relationship of Generally Accepted Auditing
Standards to Quality Control Standards) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
AU section 161 contains no requirements. The clarified SAS contains requirements and
application material that address specific responsibilities of the auditor regarding quality
control procedures for an audit of financial statements. Quality control systems, policies,
and procedures are the responsibility of the audit firm. The clarified SAS specifies quality
control procedures at the engagement level that assist the auditor in achieving the
objectives of the quality control standards. Because these procedures are required to be
established by Statement on Quality Control Standard (SQCS) No. 7, A Firm's System of
Quality Control (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, QC sec. 10), the clarified SAS should
not affect current practice; however, the clarified SAS strengthens existing standards by
making it easier for auditors to understand and apply those quality control procedures that
apply to an audit of financial statements.
The clarified SAS also addresses requirements for supervision in an audit that had been
included in paragraphs .28-.32 of extant AU section 311, which were not included in clarified
SAS, Planning an Audit.
23Q

Audit Documentation

Supersedes: AU section 339 (SAS No. 103, Audit Documentation) (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant:
The clarified SAS does not change or expand extant AU section 339 in any significant
respect. Requirements addressing the retention, confidentiality, integrity, accessibility, and
retrievability of audit documentation in extant AU section 339 have been placed in SQCS
No. 7.
248

Consideration o f Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit

Supersedes: AU section 316 (SAS No. 99, Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement
Audit, as amended) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)

Summary o f Changes in Requirements from SASs to Clarified SASs

Summary of Changes
Changes From Extant
The clarified SAS does not change or expand AU section 316 in any significant respect The
definition of fraud has been revised to converge with ISA 240, The Auditor's Responsibilities
Relating to Fraud in an Audit of Financial Statements, while avoiding unnecessary
differences with Public Company Accounting Oversight Board standards. The ASB believes
that the definition of fraud, when read in conjunction with the objective of the clarified
SAS, does not create differences between the application of extant AU section 316 and the
application of the clarified SAS.
250

Consideration o f Laws and Regulations in an Audit o f Financial Statements

Supersedes: AU section 317 (SAS No. 54, Illegal Acts by Clients) (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
Paragraph 14 of the clarified SAS requires the performance of procedures to identify
instances of noncompliance with those laws and regulations that may have a material effect
on the financial statements (those laws and regulations described in paragraph 6[b] of the
clarified SAS). Specifically, paragraph 14(b) requires the auditor to inspect correspondence,
if any, with the relevant licensing or regulatory authorities. This procedure is not required by
AU section 317. This change in requirements will affect current practice.
Paragraph .07 of AU section 317 states that an audit performed in accordance with 6AAS
provides no assurance that noncompliance with laws and regulations will be detected or
that any contingent liabilities that may result will be disclosed. However, paragraph 5 of
the clarified SAS states that because of the inherent limitations of an audit, some material
misstatements in the financial statements may not be detected, even though the audit is
properly planned and performed in accordance with GAAS. The concept of "no assurance"
is different from the concept described as "inherent limitations of an audit." However, the
differing descriptions of these concepts w ill not affect current practice.
The requirement in paragraph .08 of AU section 317 to obtain a written representation from
management concerning the absence of noncompliance with laws or regulations has been
placed in the clarified SAS Written Representations.

Supersedes: AU section 380 (SAS No. 114, The Auditor's Communication With Those
Charged With Governance) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
The clarified SAS does not change or expand extant AU section 380 in any significant
respect. A requirement to communicate matters related to other information included in
documents containing audited financial statements has been placed in clarified AU section
720, Other Information Contained in Documents Containing Audited Financial Statements.
Communicating Internal Control Related M atters Identified in an Audit

Supersedes: AU section 325 (SAS No. 115, Communicating Internal Control Related Matters
Identified in an Audit) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
(continued)
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Summary of Changes
Changes From Extant:
The clarified SAS makes explicit the following requirements that are implied in SAS No. 115:
• The requirement to determine whether, on the basis of the audit work performed, the
auditor has identified one or more deficiencies in internal control.
• The requirement to include specific matters in a written communication stating that no
material weaknesses were identified during the audit that are similar to those in the
written communication of significant deficiencies and material weaknesses. SAS No.
115 implied that these matters be included by presenting them in the second example of
exhibit A of SAS No. 115, which is an illustrative written communication indicating that
no material weaknesses were identified.
The clarified SAS adds the following requirements that were not included in SAS No. 115:
• The requirement to communicate, in writing or orally, only to management other
deficiencies in internal control identified during the audit that have not been
communicated to management by other parties and that, in the auditor's professional
judgment, are of sufficient importance to merit management's attention. The ASB does
not view this new requirement as a difference between SAS No. 115 and the clarified
SAS because auditor judgment is the sole determinant regarding whether a deficiency,
other than a material weakness or a significant deficiency, is of sufficient importance to
communicate to management. Likewise, SAS No. 115 did not preclude the auditor from
communicating other internal control matters to management if the auditor believes it is
important to do so.
• The requirement to include in the written communication an explanation of the potential
effects of the significant deficiencies and material weaknesses identified. The ASB
believes management and those charged with governance need this information to
enable them to take appropriate remedial action. Further, the ASB does not believe this
requires additional effort by the auditor because the potential effects would have been
considered as part of the evaluation of the severity of the deficiency. The clarified SAS
includes guidance addressing that the potential effects need not be quantified.

Supersedes: Paragraphs .01-04 and .11-.33 of AU section 311 (SAS No. 108, Planning and
Supervision} (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant:
The clarified SAS does not change or expand existing requirements in extant AU section 311
in any significant respect. Requirements included in paragraphs .05—.10 of AU section 311,
addressing the auditor's responsibilities about the early appointment of the independent
auditor and establishing the terms of the engagement, have been included in the clarified
SAS Terms of Engagement Requirements included in paragraphs .28-.32 of AU section 311,
addressing supervision in an audit, have been included in the clarified SAS Quality Control
for an Engagement Conducted in Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards.
The placement of these requirements does not create a difference between extant SASs as
a whole and the clarified SASs as a whole.
315

the Entity and As Enyironnisnt and Assessing ffte Jt/sfts o f M aterial

Supersedes: AU section 314 (SAS No. 109, Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and
Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement} (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)

Summary o f Changes in Requirements from SASs to Clarified SASs

Summary of Changes
Changes From Extant:
The clarified SAS does not change or expand existing requirements in extant AU section
314 in any significant respect. The requirement included in paragraph .19 of AU section 314
for the auditor to perform the audit with professional skepticism has been included in the
clarified SAS Overall Objectives of the Independent Auditor and the Conduct o f an Audit
in Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards. The requirement included in
paragraph .45 of AU section 311 for the auditor to consider whether the entity has disclosed
a particular matter appropriately has been included in the clarified SAS Forming an Opinion
and Reporting on Financial Statements. The placement of these requirements does not
create a difference between extant SASs as a whole and the clarified SASs as a whole.

Supersedes: With the clarified SAS Evaluation of Misstatements Identified During the Audit,
supersedes AU section 312 (SAS No. 107, Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting an Audit)
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant:
The clarified SAS does not change or expand existing requirements in extant AU section 312
in any significant respect.
AU section 312 addresses audit risk, materiality, and the evaluation of misstatements
identified during the audit. To make the standard clearer and consistent with ISA 320,
Materiality in Planning and Performing an Audit, and ISA 450, Evaluation o f Misstatements
Identified during the Audit, AU section 312 has been separated into two standards. This
clarified SAS addresses the use of materiality in planning and performing the audit. The
clarified SAS Evaluation o f Misstatements Identified During the Audit addresses the
evaluation of misstatements identified during the audit.
In addition, the definition of audit risk and its components are now defined in the clarified
SAS Overall Objectives of the Independent Auditor and the Conduct of an Audit in
Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards. Paragraphs .62-67 of AU section
312 address the auditor's responsibilities to evaluate the overall effect of audit findings on
the auditor's report. These requirements have been included in the clarified SAS Forming an
Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements. The placement of these requirements does
not create a difference between extant SASs as a whole and the clarified SASs as a whole.
330

Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating the
Audit Evidence Obtained

Supersedes: AU section 318 (SAS No. 110, Performing Audit Procedures in Response
to Assessed Risks and Evaluating the Audit Evidence Obtained] (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant:
The clarified SAS does not change or expand existing requirements in extant AU section 318
in any significant respect.
402

Audit Considerations Relating to an Entity Using a Service Organization

Supersedes: AU section 324 (SAS No. 70, Service Organizations) (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1)
(continued)
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Summary of Changes
Changes From Extant:
The clarified SAS contains guidance only for user auditors. Guidance for service auditors
is contained in Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements No. 16, Reporting on
Controls at a Service Organization.
The clarified SAS changes AU section 324 in the following ways:
• A user organization is now known as a user entity.
• A user auditor is permitted to make reference to the work of a service auditor in the
user auditor's report to explain a modification of the user auditor's opinion. In such
circumstances, the user auditor's report is required to indicate that such reference
does not diminish the user auditor's responsibility for that opinion. (As in extant AU
section 324, the user auditor is prohibited from making reference to the work of a
service auditor in a user auditor's report containing an unmodified opinion.)
• A user auditor is required to inquire of management of the user entity about whether
the service organization has reported to the user entity any fraud, noncompliance with
laws and regulations, or uncorrected misstatements. If so, the user auditor is required
to evaluate how such matters affect the nature, timing, and extent of the user auditor's
further audit procedures.
• In determining the sufficiency and appropriateness of the audit evidence provided by a
service auditor's report, the user auditor should be satisfied regarding the adequacy of
the standards under which the service auditor's report was issued.

See the previous section on the clarified AU section 320, Materiality in Planning and
Performing an Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1).
—
_____________
Supersedes: AU section 326 (SAS No. 106, Audit Evidence) (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
The clarified SAS does not change or expand extant AU section 326 in any significant
respect The requirements in paragraphs .14-.19 of AU section 326, addressing the
auditor's use of assertions in obtaining audit evidence, have been placed in the clarified
SAS Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and Assessing the Risks of Material
Misstatement fRedrafted).
■Bggi
Supersedes: AU section 331 (SAS No. 1, Codification of Auditing Standards and Procedures,
section 331, Inventories); AU section 332 (SAS No. 92, Auditing Derivative Instruments,
Hedging Activities and Investments in Securities); and AU sections 337,337A, and 337C (SAS
No. 12, Inquiry of a Client's Lawyer Concerning Litigation, Claims, and Assessment) (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Rescinds: AU section 337B (SAS No. 12) and AU section 901 (SAS No. 1, section 901, Public
Warehouses— Controls and Auditing Procedures for Goods Held) (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1)

Summary o f Changes in Requirements from SASs to Clarified SASs

Summary of Changes
Changes From Extant:
The clarified SAS combines the requirements and guidance from extant AU sections 331,
332, and 337.
Many of the requirements of extant AU section 332 are essentially the same as requirements
in other clarified standards, primarily the risk assessment standards*1and the clarified SAS
Auditing Accounting Estimates, Including Fair Value Accounting Estimates and Related
Disclosures', therefore, the ASB concluded that the application of those requirements in
the other clarified standards to the subject matter addressed by extant AU section 332 is
most appropriately addressed as interpretative guidance in the AICPA Audit Guide Auditing
Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activities, and Investments in Securities. Consideration of
these requirements and related application guidance will be a specific focus in updating the
audit guide.
Requirements and guidance addressing auditing investments accounted for using the equity
method have been excluded from this clarified SAS because the auditing of equity investees
is addressed more broadly by the clarified SAS Special Considerations— Audits of Group
Financial Statements (Including the Work o f Component Auditors).
Paragraphs 4-10, and the related application material, of this clarified SAS address those
requirements (primarily addressing auditing the valuation assertion) that have been retained
from extant AU section 332 in this clarified SAS.
Finally, paragraph .06 of extant AU section 337 states, in part, "the auditor should request
the client's management to send a letter of inquiry to those lawyers with whom management
consulted concerning litigation, claims, and assessments." In contrast, the clarified SAS
takes a more principle-based approach and, in paragraph 18, requires the auditor to seek
direct communication with the entity's external legal counsel (through a letter of inquiry) if
the auditor assesses a risk of material misstatement regarding litigation or claims, or when
audit procedures performed indicate that material litigation or claims may exist.
External Confirmations

Supersedes: AU section 330 (SAS No. 67, The Confirmation Process) (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
The clarified SAS does not change or expand AU section 330 in any significant respect.
The presumptively mandatory requirement in paragraph .34 of AU section 330 to confirm
accounts receivable has been placed in the clarified SAS Performing Audit Procedures
in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating the Audit Evidence Obtained (Redrafted).
The requirement was placed in that clarified SAS because it is part of the process of
determining the appropriate audit procedures to perform. This clarified SAS presumes
that the auditor has already determined an external confirmation is the appropriate audit
procedure.
(continued)

1 The suite of SAS referred to collectively as the “risk assessment SASs” are
(1) Audit Evidence (Redrafted), (2) Materiality in Planning and Performing an
Audit, (3) Evaluation of Misstatements Identified During an Audit, (4) Planning
an Audit, (5) Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and Assessing
the Risks of Material Misstatement (Redrafted), and (6) Performing Audit
Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating the Audit Evidence
Obtained (Redrafted).
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Summary of Changes
Paragraphs 8 and 9 of this clarified SAS address the responsibilities of the auditor
when management refuses to allow the auditor to send a confirmation request. These
responsibilities include communicating with those charged with governance if the auditor
concludes that management's refusal is unreasonable or if the auditor is unable to obtain
relevant and reliable audit evidence from alternative audit procedures. These procedures
are not currently required by A ll section 330.
The ASB has added application material to this clarified SAS regarding the use of oral
responses to confirmation requests as audit evidence. Paragraphs A22-A23 clarify that
the receipt of an oral response to a confirmation request does not meet the definition
of an external confirmation. These paragraphs provide guidance on how the response
may be considered part of alternative procedures performed in order to obtain sufficient
appropriate audit evidence.

Supersedes: Paragraphs .01—.02, .04, .11- 13, and .15—.23 of AU section 315 (SAS No. 84,
Communications Between Predecessor and Successor Auditors, as amended) (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
The clarified SAS incorporates guidance from ISA 510, Initial Audit Engagements— Opening
Balances, which requires the auditor to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence about
whether
a. opening balances contain misstatements that materially affect the current period's
financial statements and
b. accounting policies reflected in the opening balances have been consistently applied
in the current period's financial statements and whether changes in the accounting
policies have been properly accounted for and adequately presented and disclosed in
accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework.
The clarified SAS strengthens existing standards by making clear, in paragraph 8, that
reviewing a predecessor auditor's audit documentation cannot be the only procedure
performed to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding opening balances. The
clarified SAS clarifies that initial audit engagements include reaudits, and it eliminates from
AU section 315 requirements and guidance directed to reaudits that are repetitive with other
SASs.
520

Analytical Procedures

Supersedes: AU section 329 (SAS No. 56, Analytical Procedures) (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
The clarified SAS does not change or expand the requirements of extant AU section 329 in
any significant respect. The use of analytical procedures as a risk assessment procedure
performed in the planning stage of the audit, addressed in extant AU section 329, has been
placed in paragraph 6 and related application guidance of the clarified SAS Understanding
the Entity and Its Environment and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement
{Redrafted}.

Summary o f Changes in Requirements from SASs to Clarified SASs

Summary of Changes
530 I Audit Sampling
Supersedes: AU section 350 (SAS No. 39, Audit Sampling) (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
The clarified SAS does not change or expand AU section 350 in any significant respect.

Supersedes: AU section 328 (SAS No. 101, Auditing Fair Value Measurements and
Disclosures) and AU section 342 (SAS No. 57, Auditing Accounting Estimates) (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
The clarified SAS combines the requirements and guidance from AU section 328 and AU
section 342, and it does not change or expand those AU sections in any significant respect.

Supersedes: AU section 334 (SAS No. 45, Related Parties) (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
Extant AU section 334 is premised on the applicability of the related party requirements in
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. 57, Related Party Disclosures,
to the financial statements being audited. That is, extant AU section 334 is focused on
auditing the amounts and disclosures pursuant to accounting principles generally accepted
in the United States (U.S. GAAP), and it is centered on the provisions of FASB Statement No.
57. In contrast, the clarified SAS is framework neutral, encompassing financial reporting
frameworks in addition to U.S. GAAP, such as International Financial Reporting Standards
as promulgated by the International Accounting Standards Board, as well as special
purpose frameworks described in the clarified SAS Special Considerations—Audits of
Financial Statements Prepared in Accordance With Special Purpose Frameworks. The
objectives, requirements, and definitions in this clarified SAS are applicable irrespective of
whether the applicable financial reporting framework establishes requirements for related
party disclosures.
560

Subsequent Events and Subsequently Discovered Facts

Supersedes: AU sections 530,560, and 561 (SAS No. 1, Codification of Auditing Standards
and Procedures, section 530, Dating of the Independent Auditor's Report, as amended;
section 560, Subsequent Events, as amended; section 561, Subsequent Discovery of Fact
Existing at the Date of the Auditor's Report, as amended) and paragraphs .71—.73 of AU
section 508 (SAS No. 58, Reports on Audited Financial Statements, as amended) (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant:
The clarified SAS combines the requirements and guidance from AU section 530, AU section
560, AU section 561, and paragraphs .71-73 of AU section 508. The clarified SAS does not
change or expand these AU sections in any significant respect.
{continued)
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Summary of Changes
The accounting guidance related to subsequent events included in extant AU sections has
been removed from the auditing literature. Retaining accounting guidance in the auditing
literature is no longer necessary because FASB Accounting Standards Codification™ has
included that guidance, and it is inconsistent with the ASB's decision to draft auditing
standards that are neutral regarding the financial reporting framework used for preparing
the financial statements.
570

Going Concern [NOT YET REDRAFTED]

Extant AU section 341, The Auditor's Consideration of an Entity's Ability to Continue as a
Going Concern, will be redrafted for clarity and convergence with ISA 570, Going Concern,
when FASB has completed its deliberations on its project ongoing concerns.
580

Written Representations

Supersedes: AU section 333 (SAS No. 85, Management Representations, as amended)
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant:
The clarified SAS does not change or expand existing requirements in extant AU section 333
in any significant respect.

w

Cowsnte/vrion o f Omittad Procedures After tee Report Release Date

Supersedes: AU section 390 (SAS No. 46, Consideration of Omitted Procedures After the
Report Date) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant:
The clarified SAS does not change or expand existing requirements in extant AU section 390
in any significant respect

808

Special Considerations— Audits of Group financial Statements (Including tee Work
o f Component Auditors)

Supersedes: AU section 543 (SAS No. 1, section 543, Part of Audit Performed by Other
Independent Auditors) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
The clarified SAS is significantly broader in scope than AU section 543. The focus of
AU section 543 is on howto conduct an audit that involves other auditors. The focus of
clarified SAS is on how to conduct an effective audit of group financial statements (see
the subsequent section "Definitions"). The focus of any auditing standard should be on the
effectiveness with which an audit of any set of financial statements is carried out, thereby
increasing the credibility of the auditor's report.
The clarified SAS includes requirements of GAAS established in other SASs that are applied
in audits of group financial statements. AU section 543 was written in 1972 and, thus, does
not take into consideration the risk assessment standards. The clarified SAS strengthens
existing standards by making it easier for auditors to understand and apply the requirements
of GAAS, such as those contained in the risk assessment standards, in the context of an
audit of group financial statements.
A summary of the key differences, as well as a description of a number of terminology
additions and changes, follows.

Summary o f Changes in Requirements from SASs to Clarified SASs

Summary of Changes
Differences in Focus and Approach Between AU Section 543 and the Clarified SAS
Because the clarified SAS is based on ISA 600, Special Considerations—Audits of Group
Financial Statements (Including the Work of Component Auditors), the scope of the
clarified SAS, including its objective, requirements, and guidance, has been significantly
expanded from the scope of AU section 543. The clarified SAS specifically articulates the
procedures necessary for the group engagement team to perform in order to be involved
with component auditors to the extent necessary for an effective audit and, compared with
extant AU section 543, better articulates the degree of involvement required when reference
is made to component auditors in the auditor's report.
The requirements of the clarified SAS address the following:
• Acceptance and continuance considerations
• The group engagement team's process to assess risk
• The determination of materiality to be used to audit the group financial statements
• The determination of materiality to be used to audit components
• The selection of components and account balances for audit testing
• Communications between the group engagement team and component auditors
• Assessing the adequacy and appropriateness of audit evidence by the group
engagement team in forming an opinion on the financial statements
In situations when the group engagement partner does not make reference to a component
auditor in the auditor's report on the group financial statements, all of the requirements
of the clarified SAS apply, when relevant in the context of the specific group audit
engagement. Highlights of the requirements, particularly those that represent a change from
existing standards, follow.
In situations when the group engagement partner decides to make reference to a
component auditor in the audit report on the group financial statements, certain of the
requirements of the clarified SAS would not apply. Note that while the clarified SAS is
based on ISA 600, ISA 600 does not permit reference to a component auditor in the auditor's
report on the group financial statements.
Definitions (Paragraph 10 of the Clarified SAS)
As previously mentioned, the clarified SAS includes several new terms as well as certain
revised terms from AU section 543. The clarified SAS introduces the term group, which
is defined as "all the components whose financial information is included in the group
financial statements. A group always has more than one component." Component is
defined as "an entity or business activity for which group or component management
prepares financial information that should be included in the group financial statements."
Group financial statements are defined as "financial statements that include the financial
information of more than one component."
The term principal auditor, which is used in AU section 543, is not used in the clarified SAS
and has been replaced by the terms group engagement partner, group engagement team,
or auditor of the group financial statements. The definition of group engagement partner
is aligned with the definition of engagement partner provided in the clarified SAS Quality
Control for an Engagement Conducted in Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing
Standards as follows: "The partner or other person in the firm who is responsible for the
group audit engagement and its performance and for the auditor's report on the group
financial statements that is issued on behalf of the firm."
(continued)
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Summary of Changes
Responsibilities of the Group Engagement Partner
The group engagement partner is the individual responsible for (1) the direction, supervision,
and performance of the group audit engagement in compliance with Professional Standards
and regulatory and legal requirements and (2) determining whether the auditor's report
that is issued is appropriate in the circumstances. However, the group engagement partner
maybe assisted in fulfilling his or her responsibilities under the clarified SAS by the group
engagement team, or as appropriate in the circumstances, by the firm. To help distinguish
when such assistance is permitted, the clarified SAS uses the terms group engagement
partner, group engagement team, and auditor o f the group financial statements.
Requirements to be undertaken by the group engagement partner are addressed to the
group engagement partner. When the group engagement team may assist the group
engagement partner in fulfilling a requirement, the requirement is addressed to the group
engagement team. When it may be appropriate in the circumstances for the firm to fulfill a
requirement, the requirement is addressed to the auditor of the group financial statements.
Group engagement team is defined as "partners, including the group engagement partner,
and staff who establish the overall group audit strategy, communicate with component
auditors, perform work on the consolidation process, and evaluate the conclusions
drawn from the audit evidence as the basis for forming an opinion on the group financial
statements." Note that auditors who do not meet the definition of a member of the group
engagement team are considered to be component auditors. Thus, a component auditor
may work for a network firm of the group engagement partner's firm or may even work for a
different office of the same firm.
Acceptance and Continuance
An overall difference between AU section 543 and the clarified SAS is the change in focus
when determining whether to accept or continue the engagement AU section 543 bases
the determination on whether the auditor will be able to sufficiently participate in the group
audit in order to be the principal auditor. The clarified SAS bases that determination on
whether the auditor believes he or she will be able to obtain sufficient appropriate audit
evidence over the group financial statements, including whether the group engagement
team will have appropriate access to information.
Note that this approach means a change in the mindset of the group engagement partner
from considering the group engagement team's coverage of the principal amounts
and reliance on other (component) auditors to considering the sufficiency of the group
engagement team's involvement in the performance of the audit, including involvement in
die work of the component auditors.
Link to Risk Assessment Standards
The clarified SAS, in aligning with ISA 600, focuses on the application of the risk assessment
standards to the performance of the group audit. The clarified SAS references the clarified
risk assessment standards and discusses their specific application in group audit situations.
Involvement With, and Understanding of. Component Auditors
In the clarified SAS, the group engagement team is required to gain an understanding of the
component auditor. This understanding includes certain aspects that are already covered
by AU section 543, such as competence and independence, as well as additional areas,
such as a determination of the extent to which the group engagement team w ill be able to
be involved in the work of the component auditor.

Summary o f Changes in Requirements from SASs to Clarified SASs

Summary of Changes
Once an understanding of the component auditor has been gained, the group engagement
partner may choose to either
• assume responsibility for, and thus be required to be involved in, the work of
component auditors, insofar as that work relates to the expression of an opinion on the
group financial statements, or
• not assume responsibility for, and accordingly make reference to, the audit of a
component auditor in the auditor's report on the group financial statements.
Involvement in the work performed by a component auditor will involve the group
engagement team undertaking the following actions:
• Establishing component materiality to be used by the component auditor.
• Performing risk assessment procedures and participating in the assessment of risks
of material misstatement and the planned audit response. These may be performed
together with the component auditor or by the group engagement team.
Materiality
AU section 543 does not provide guidance on the application of materiality in the audit
of group financial statements. The clarified SAS requires the group engagement team to
determine materiality and performance materiality for the group as a whole, as well as
component materiality (that is, the materiality to be used to audit the financial information of
a component for purposes of the group audit). Component materiality is determined by the
group engagement team regardless of whether the group engagement partner is making
reference to the audit of a component auditor. For purposes of the group audit, component
materiality is required to be lower than group materiality in order to reduce the risk that the
aggregate of detected and undetected misstatements in the group financial statements
exceeds the materiality for the group financial statements as a whole.
Responding to Assessed Risks
AU section 543 does not discuss in detail the process used by the principal auditor related
to assessing the work of the other auditor. Rather, it indicates only that the principal auditor
should adopt appropriate measures to assure the coordination of activities with those of the
other auditor in order to achieve a proper review of matters affecting the consolidating or
combining of accounts in the financial statements.
The clarified SAS builds on the principle underlying that requirement by including
requirements and guidance relating to work to be performed on all components for which
the group engagement partner is assuming responsibility for the work of the component
auditor, whether that work is performed by the group engagement team or component
auditors. It includes requirements and guidance specifying the nature, timing, and extent
of the group engagement team's involvement in the work of the component auditors,
particularly when performing work on significant components.
A significant components defined in the clarified SAS as "a component identified by the
group engagement team (i) that is of individual financial significance to the group or (ii) that,
due to its specific nature or circumstances, is likely to include significant risks of material
misstatement of the group financial statements.”
For components that are financially significant, an audit of the component's financial
information is performed. For components considered significant due to their likelihood of
including significant risks of material misstatements, an audit or other audit procedures are
performed.
For components that are not significant, the group engagement team performs analytical
procedures at the group level.
(continued)
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Summary of Changes
The clarified SAS also includes requirements and guidance related to the groupwide
internal controls, the consolidation process, and subsequent events.
Communication With Others and Documentation
The clarified SAS requires the group engagement team to communicate specific items
to the component auditor and further requires the group engagement team to request
that the component auditor also communicate with the group engagement team about
certain matters. The clarified SAS also includes requirements for specific items to be
communicated to group management or those charged with governance of the group, or
both.
The clarified SAS also includes explicit documentation requirements, including an analysis
of the group's components indicating the significant components and the type of work
performed on the components.
Other Changes
The clarified SAS requires that in order for reference to the component auditor to be
made in the auditor's report on the group financial statements, the component financial
statements need to be prepared using the same financial reporting framework as the
group financial statements and the component auditor has performed an audit on the
financial statements of the component in accordance with GAAS or, when required by law
or regulation, with auditing standards promulgated by the Public Company Accounting
Oversight Board. The ASB believes that this requirement makes explicit what is implicit in
AU section 543.
610

The Auditor's Consideration of the Internal Audit Function in an Audit o f Financial
Statements [NOT YET REDRAFTED]

AU section 341 will be redrafted for clarity and convergence with ISA 610, Using the Work
of Internal Auditors, when the International Audit and Assurance Board has completed its
revision of ISA 610.
620

Using the W o rk m a n Auditor's Specialist

Supersedes: AU section 336 (SAS No. 73, Using the Work of a Specialist) (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
Extant AU section 336 addresses the use of the auditor's specialist and the use of
management's specialist. The requirements and guidance addressing the use of
management's specialist have been included in the clarified SAS Audit Evidence
(Redrafted}, under the view that audit evidence produced by management's experts {internal
or external) needs to be evaluated by the auditor for relevance and reliability like any other
audit evidence. The placement of these requirements does not create a difference between
extant SASs as a whole and the clarified SASs as a whole.
Extant AU section 336 specifically scopes out from the standard use of specialists employed
by the firm who participate in the audit In contrast, the clarified SAS encompasses in-firm
specialists. The ASB believes that this change in the scope of the standard will affect
current practice because it will create incremental documentation requirements.

Summary o f Changes in Requirements from SASs to Clarified SASs

Summary of Changes
700 I Forming an Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements____________________
Supersedes: AU section 410 (SAS No. 1, Codification of Auditing Standards and Procedures,
section 410, Adherence to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, as amended) and
paragraphs .01-02 of AU section 530 (paragraphs 1-2 of SAS No. 1, section 530, Dating of
the Independent Auditor's Report, as amended); and with the clarified SAS Modifications to
the Opinion in the Independent Auditor's Reportand the clarified SAS Emphasis of Matter
Paragraphs and Other Matter Paragraphs in the Independent Auditor's Report, supersedes
paragraphs .01-11, .14—.15,. 19—.32, .35—.52, .58-70, and .74-76 of AU section 508
(paragraphs 1-11,14-15,19-32,35-52,58—70, and 74—76 of SAS No. 58, Reports on Audited
Financial Statements) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
The clarified SAS includes extant guidance from AU sections 508,530, and 410 (along with
some of the related interpretations). The clarified SAS also includes requirements and
application material addressing comparative financial statements.
Paragraph .08 of extant AU section 508 requires a statement in the auditor's report that the
financial statements are the responsibility of the company's management. Paragraph 25 of
the clarified SAS proposes a requirement to describe management's responsibility for the
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in more detail than what was
required in extant AU section 508. The description includes an explanation that management
is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in
accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework, and that this responsibility
includes the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to
the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
The clarified SAS proposes the use of headings throughout the auditor's report to clearly
distinguish each section of the report.
705

Modifications to the Opinion in the Independent Auditor’s Report

Supersedes: See Section 700, Forming an Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements
Changes From Extant
The clarified SAS includes extant guidance from AU section 508 and AU section 431,
Adequacy o f Disclosure in Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). No
significant changes exist from extant standards. The SAS does not change or expand extant
standards in any significant respect.
706

Emphasis-of-Matter Paragraphs and Other-Matter Paragraphs in the Independent
Auditor's Report

Supersedes: See Section 700, Forming an Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements
(continued)
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Summary of Changes
Changes From Extant**
The clarified SAS includes extant guidance from AU section 508 and AU section 532,
Restricting the Use of an Auditor's Report {AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1).
Paragraph .11 of extant AU section 508 indicates that certain circumstances, although
not those affecting the auditor's unqualified opinion, may require that the auditor add an
explanatory paragraph {or other explanatory language) to the standard report. For example,
auditors are required to include an explanatory paragraph when the auditor has concluded
that there is substantial doubt about the entity's ability to continue as a going concern. In
addition, the auditor may add an explanatory paragraph to emphasize a matter regarding the
financial statements. As described in paragraph .19 of AU section 508, emphasis paragraphs
are never required; they may be added solely at the auditor's discretion.
The clarified SAS introduces the terms emphasis-of-matter and other-matter paragraphs.
The clarified SAS describes an emphasis-of-matter as a paragraph included in the
auditor's report that refers to a matter appropriately presented or disclosed in the financial
statements. The clarified SAS describes an other-matter paragraph as a paragraph included
in the auditor's report that refers to a matter other than those presented or disclosed in the
financial statements that, in the auditor's judgment, is relevant to users' understanding of
the audit, the auditor's responsibilities, or the auditor's report.
Under the clarified SAS, an emphasis-of-matter paragraph would refer to any paragraph
added to the auditor's report that relates to a matter that is appropriately presented or
disclosed in the financial statements. Some of these paragraphs would be required by
certain SASs {see exhibit 1 of die clarified SAS), whereas others would be added at the
discretion of the auditor, consistent with current practice. However, all such paragraphs
would be considered emphasis-of-matter paragraphs because they are intended to
draw users' attention to a particular matter. Accordingly, the concept of an "explanatory
paragraph" is no longer to be included in U.S. 6AAS. Instead, additional communications
in the auditor's report are labeled as either "emphasis-of-matter" or "other-matter"
paragraphs.
Footnote 9 of paragraph .11 of extant AU section 508 states that unless otherwise required
by the provisions of that section, an explanatory paragraph may precede or follow the
opinion paragraph in the auditor's report. The clarified SAS requires an emphasis-of-matter
or other-matter paragraph to always follow the opinion paragraph and be included in a
separate section of the auditor's report under the section heading "Emphasis of Matter" or
"Other Matter.”

I
Supersedes: AU section 420 (SAS No. 1, Codification of Auditing Standards and Procedures,
section 420, Consistency of Application of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, as
amended) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant*
The clarified SAS does not change or expand existing standards in any significant respect
except as follows:
• Paragraph .17 of extant AU section 420 states that changes and material
reclassifications made in previously issued financial statements to enhance
comparability with current financial statements ordinarily would not need to be referred
to in the independent auditor's report. Paragraph 17 of the clarified SAS requires the
auditor to evaluate a material change in financial statement classification and the
related disclosure to determine whether such a change is also either a change in
accounting principle or an adjustment to correct a material misstatement in previously
issued financial statements. If so, the requirements in the clarified SAS apply.

Summary o f Changes in Requirements from SASs to Clarified SASs

Summary of Changes
• The clarified SAS recognizes that the applicable financial reporting framework usually
sets forth the method of accounting for accounting changes and, therefore, the
references to accounting guidance previously included in extant A ll section 420 have
not been included in the clarified SAS. To reflect a more principles-based approach to
standard setting, certain requirements that are duplicative of broader requirements in
AU section 420 have been moved to application and other explanatory material. In the
ASB's view, this has not changed the overall effectiveness of the clarified SAS.

Moved From: AU section 550 (SAS No. 118, Other Information in Documents Containing
Audited Financial Statements) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
SAS No. 118 was issued in the clarity format, effective for audits of financial statements for
periods beginning on or after December 15,2010, and is currently effective.
SAS No. 118 supersedes SAS No. 8, Other Information in Documents Containing Audited
Financial Statements, as amended. Along with SAS No. 119, Supplementary Information
in Relation to the Financial Statements as a Whole, SAS No. 118 also supersedes SAS No.
29, Reporting on Information Accompanying the Basic Financial Statements in AuditorSubmitted Documents, as amended. SAS No. 118
• eliminates the distinction between other information that is included in an auditorsubmitted document that contains the client's basic financial statements and the
auditor's report thereon and other information that is in a client-prepared document.
• requires that the auditor read the other information of which the auditor is aware in
order to identify material inconsistencies, if any, with the audited financial statements.
• establishes performance and reporting requirements when the auditor identifies a
material inconsistency with other information and the financial statements.
• establishes performance requirements when the auditor becomes aware of an
apparent material misstatement of fact in the other information.
725

Supplementary Information in Relation to tfte Financial Statements as a Whole

Moved From: AU section 551 (SAS No. 119, Supplementary Information in Relation to the
Financial Statements as a Whole) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
SAS No. 119 was issued in the clarity format, effective for audits of financial statements for
periods beginning on or after December 15,2010, and is currently effective.
SAS No. 119 with SAS No. 118, Other Information in Documents Containing Audited Financial
Statements, supersedes SAS No. 29, Reporting on Information Accompanying the Basic
Financial Statements in Auditor-Submitted Documents, as amended. SAS No. 119
• establishes preconditions in order to opine on whether supplementary information is
fairly stated in relation to the financial statements as a whole.
• establishes performance requirements in order to opine on whether supplementary
information is fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to the financial
statements as a whole.
• establishes reporting requirements when the entity presents the supplementary
information with the financial statements and when the audited financial statements
are not presented with the supplementary information.
(continued)
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Summary of Changes
• precludes the auditor from expressing an opinion on supplementary information when
the auditor’s report on the audited financial statements contains an adverse opinion
or a disclaimer of opinion and the auditor has been engaged to report on whether
supplementary information is fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to the
financial statements as a whole.

Moved From: AU section 558 (SAS No. 120, Required Supplementary Information) (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1)
SAS No. 120 was issued in the clarity format, effective for audits of financial statements for
periods beginning on or after December 15,2010, and is currently effective.
SAS No. 120 supersedes portions of SAS No. 52, Omnibus Statement on Auditing
Standards— 1987 and SAS No. 98, Omnibus Statement on Auditing Standards— 2002. SAS
No. 120
• defines required supplementary information and designated accounting standard
setter.
• establishes the auditor's objectives when a designated accounting standard setter
requires information to accompany an entity's basic financial statements.
• requires auditor to include language in the auditor's report on the financial statements
when the auditor is unable to complete the required procedures, and to consider
whether management contributed to the auditor's inability to complete the procedures.
• requires the auditor to include an explanatory paragraph in the auditor's report on the
financial statements in all circumstances that refers to the required supplementary
information.
• establishes reporting requirements applicable when
o the entity has presented all or some of the required supplementary information.
o the entity has omitted all of the required supplementary information.

art

Special C M s id e n tio t» -A u tlits o f Financial Statements Prepared in Accordance

Supersedes: AU section 544, Lack of Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles, as amended; SAS No. 62, Special Reports, as amended, except paragraphs 19-21
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
The clarified SAS addresses special considerations in the application of the AU sections to
an audit of financial statements prepared in accordance with a special purpose framework.
Special purpose frameworks are limited to cash, tax, regulatory, or contractual bases of
accounting. The cash, tax, and regulatory bases of accounting are commonly referred to
as other comprehensive bases of accounting (OCBOA). The term OCBOA was replaced
with the term special purpose framework, which no longer includes a definite set of
criteria having substantial support that is applied to all material items appearing in financial
statements.
The clarified SAS requires
• the auditor to obtain an understanding of (a) the purpose for which the financial
statements are prepared, (b) die intended users, and (c) the steps taken by
management to determine that the special purpose framework is acceptable in the
circumstances.

Summary o f Changes in Requirements from SASs to Clarified SASs

Summary of Changes
• the auditor to obtain the agreement of management that it acknowledges and
understands its responsibility to include all informative disclosures that are appropriate
for the special purpose framework used to prepare the financial statements, including,
but not limited to, additional disclosures beyond those required by the applicable
financial reporting framework that may be necessary to achieve fair presentation. The
auditor is required to evaluate whether such disclosures are necessary.
• in the case of special purpose financial statements prepared in accordance with
a contractual basis of accounting, the auditor to obtain an understanding of any
significant interpretations of the contract that management made in the preparation of
those financial statements and to evaluate whether the financial statements adequately
describe such interpretations.
• when management has a choice of financial reporting frameworks in the preparation
of the financial statements, the explanation of management's responsibility for the
financial statements in the auditor's report to make reference to management's
responsibility for determining that the applicable financial reporting framework is
acceptable in the circumstances.
• in the case of financial statements prepared in accordance with a regulatory or
contractual basis of accounting, the auditor’s report to describe the purpose for which
the financial statements are prepared or refer to a note in the special purpose financial
statements that contains that information.
• the auditor's report to include an emphasis-of-matter paragraph under an appropriate
heading that, among other things, states that the special purpose framework is a basis
of accounting other than GAAR. As previously indicated, the term OCBOA is no longer
used in GAAS.
• the auditor's report to include specific elements if the auditor is required by law or
regulation to use a specific layout, form, or wording of the auditor's report.
805

Special Considerations— Audits o f Single Financial Statements and Specific
Elements, Accounts, or Items of a Financial Statement

Supersedes: Paragraphs 33-34 of SAS No. 58, Reports on Audited Financial Statements, and
paragraphs 11-18 of SAS No. 62, Special Reports (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant:
The clarified SAS addresses special considerations in the application of GAAS to an audit
of a single financial statement or of a specific element, account, or item of a financial
statement It does not apply to the report of a component auditor issued as a result of
work performed on the financial information of a component at the request of a group
engagement team for purposes of an audit of group financial statements.
The clarified SAS
• explains that a single financial statement and a specific element include the related
notes, which ordinarily comprise a summary of significant accounting policies and
other relevant explanatory information.
• requires the auditor, if the auditor is not also engaged to audit the entity's complete set
of financial statements, to determine whether the audit of a single financial statement
or a specific element is practicable and to determine whether the auditor will be
able to perform procedures on interrelated items. In the case of an audit of a specific
element that is, or is based upon, the entity’s stockholders' equity or net income {or
the equivalents thereto), the clarified SAS requires the auditor to perform procedures
necessary to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence about financial position, or
financial position and results of operations, respectively.
(continued)
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Summary of Changes
• requires the auditor to obtain an understanding of (a) the purpose for which the single
financial statement or specific element is prepared, (fi) the intended users, and (c) the
steps taken by management to determine that the application of the applicable financial
reporting framework is acceptable in the circumstances.
• requires the auditor to determine the acceptability of the financial reporting framework,
including whether its application will result in a presentation that provides adequate
disclosures to enable the intended users to understand the information conveyed and
the effect of material transactions and events on such information.
• requires the auditor, if the auditor undertakes an engagement to audit a single financial
statement or a specific element in conjunction with an engagement to audit the
complete set of financial statements, to issue a separate auditor's report and express a
separate opinion for each engagement. In addition, the auditor is required to indicate,
in the report on a specific element, the date of the auditor's report on the complete
set of financial statements and the nature of opinion expressed under an appropriate
heading.
• permits, except as otherwise indicated, an audited single financial statement or a
specific element to be published together with the audited complete set of financial
statements, provided that the presentation of the single financial statement or specific
element is sufficiently differentiated from the complete set of financial statements.
• requires the auditor, if the opinion in the auditor's report on the complete set of
financial statements is modified, to determine the effect that this may have on the
auditor's opinion on a single financial statement or a specific element. In the case of an
audit of a specific element, if the modified opinion is relevant to the audit of the specific
element, the clarified SAS requires the auditor to
o express an adverse opinion on the specific element when the modification on the
complete set of financial statements arises from a material misstatement.
o disclaim an opinion on the specific element when the modification on the complete
set of financial statements arises from an inability to obtain sufficient appropriate
audit evidence.
• permits the auditor, when it is necessary to express an adverse opinion or disclaim an
opinion on the complete set of financial statements as a whole but, in the context of a
separate audit of a specific element, the auditor nevertheless considers it appropriate
to express an unmodified opinion on that element, to do so only if
o that opinion is expressed in an auditor's report that is neither published together with
nor otherwise accompanies the auditor's report containing the adverse opinion or
disclaimer of opinion; and
o the specific element does not constitute a major portion of the complete set of
financial statements or the specific element is not, or is not based upon, the entity’s
stockholders' equity or net income or the equivalent.
• prohibits the auditor from expressing an unmodified opinion on a single financial
statement if the auditor expressed an adverse opinion or disclaimed an opinion on the
complete set of financial statements as a whole.
• requires the auditor, if the auditor's report on the complete set of financial statements
includes an emphasis-of-matter or an other-matter paragraph that is relevant to
the audit of the single financial statement or specific element, to include a similar
emphasis-of-matter paragraph or an other-matter paragraph in the auditor's report on
the single financial statement or specific element.

Summary o f Changes in Requirements from SASs to Clarified SASs

Summary of Changes
permits the auditor to report on an incomplete presentation but one that is otherwise in
accordance with GAAP by including an emphasis-of-matter paragraph in the auditor's
report that states the purpose for which the presentation is prepared, refers to the
note that describes the basis of presentation, and indicates that the presentation is not
intended to be a complete presentation of the entity's assets, liabilities, revenues, or
expenses.
806

Reporting on Compliance W itii Aspects of ContractualAgreements o r Regulatory
Requirements in Connection Mftft Audited Financial Statements

Supersedes: Paragraphs .19—.21 of AU section 623 (paragraphs 19-21 of SAS No. 62, Special
Reports) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Proposed Changes From Extant
The proposed SAS does not change or expand paragraphs 19—21 of SAS No. 62 in any
significant respect. To reflect a more principles-based approach to standard setting, certain
requirements that are duplicative of broader requirements in paragraphs 19—21 of SAS No.
62 have been moved to application and other explanatory material. In the ASB's view, this
has not changed the overall effectiveness of the proposed SAS.

810

Engagements to Report on SunnnarY Financial Statements

Supersedes: AU section 552 (SAS No. 42, Reporting on Condensed Financial Statements and
Selected Financial Data) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant:
The clarified SAS addresses the auditor’s responsibilities when reporting on summary
financial statements derived from financial statements audited by that same auditor.
Accordingly, an auditor cannot report on summary financial statements unless the auditor
has audited the financial statements from which the summary financial statements are
derived. The clarified SAS also
• eliminates reporting on selected financial data.
• introduces the notion of criteria for preparing summary financial statements and
requires the auditor to determine whether the criteria applied by management in the
preparation of the summary financial statements are acceptable.
• requires the auditor to obtain management's agreement that it acknowledges and
understands its responsibilities for die summary financial statements, including its
responsibility to make the audited financial statements readily available to the intended
users of the summary financial statements. Being available upon request is not
considered readily available.
• stipulates specific procedures to be performed as the basis for the auditor's opinion on
the summary financial statements.
• stipulates specific elements of the auditor's report, including management's
responsibility and a description of the auditor's procedures.
• requires the auditor to request management to provide, in the form of a representation
letter addressed to the auditor, written representations relating to the summary
financial statements.
(continued)
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Summary of Changes
• requires, when the auditor has concluded that an unmodified opinion on the summary
financial statements is appropriate, the auditor's opinion to state that the summary
financial statements are consistent, in all material respects, with the audited financial
statements from which they have been derived, in accordance with the applied criteria.
SAS No. 42 required that the auditor’s opinion state whether the information set forth in
the summary financial statements is fairly presented, in all material respects, in relation
to the complete set of financial statements from which it has been derived.
• requires, when the auditor's report on the audited financial statements contains
an adverse opinion or a disclaimer of opinion, the auditor to withdraw from the
engagement, when withdrawal is possible under applicable law or regulation.
Otherwise, the auditor is required to state in die report that it is inappropriate to
express, and the auditor does not express, an opinion on the summary financial
statements.
• clarifies the auditor's responsibilities related to subsequent events and subsequently
discovered facts when the date of the auditor's report on the summary financial
statements is later than the date of the auditor's report on the audited financial
statements.
• includes specific requirements relating to comparatives, unaudited information
presented with summary financial statements, and other information included in a
document containing the summary financial statements and related auditor's report.
• addresses the auditor's responsibilities as they relate to the auditor's association with
summary financial statements.
A lert as to the Intended Use o f the Auditor's Written Communication [IN EXPOSURE
C O M M EN T PERIOD]

Supersedes: A ll section 532 (SAS No. 87, Restricting the Use of an Auditor's Report} (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Proposed Changes From Extant
The proposed SAS has been clarified to indicate that it applies to auditor's reports and other
written communications (hereinafter referred to as "written communications” ) issued in
connection with an engagement conducted in accordance with GAAS. The proposed SAS
also eliminates the use of the term restricted use and instead addresses the intended use of
such communications.
The proposed SAS establishes an umbrella requirement to include an alert as to the
intended use of the auditor's written communication when the subject matter of that
communication is based on
a. measurement or disclosure criteria that are determined by the auditor to be suitable
only for a limited number of users who can be presumed to have an adequate
understanding of the criteria;
b. measurement or disclosure criteria that are available only to the specified parties; or
c. matters identified or communicated by the auditor during the course of the
engagement that are not the primary objective of the engagement (commonly referred
to as a byproduct of the audit).

Summary o f Changes in Requirements from SASs to Clarified SASs

Summary of Changes
The appendix to the proposed SAS lists other SASs that contain requirements for such an
alert in accordance with the aforementioned umbrella requirements. The alert language,
which indicates that the communication is solely for the information and use of the
specified parties, is consistent with extant AU section 532, except when the engagement
is also performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards, and the written
communication pursuant to that engagement is required by law or regulation to be made
publicly available. In this circumstance, the alert language describes the purpose of the
communication and states that the communication is not intended to be and should not be
used for any other purpose. No specified parties are identified in this type of alert
The proposed SAS also modifies the guidance pertaining to single combined reports
covering both (a) communications that are required to include an alert as to intended use
and (b) communications that are for general use, which do not ordinarily include such
an alert. Extant AU section 532 states that if an auditor issues a single combined report,
the use of a single combined report should be "restricted" to the specified parties. The
proposed SAS, however, indicates that the alert as to intended use pertains only to the
communications required to include such an alert Accordingly, the intended use of the
communications that are for general use are not affected by this alert.
Extant AU section 532 requires the auditor to consider informing his or her client that
restricted use reports are not intended for distribution to nonspecified parties. The proposed
SAS does not include a comparable requirement and makes clear that an auditor is not
responsible for controlling distribution of the written communication. The alert is designed
to avoid misunderstandings related to the use of the written communication, particularly
when taken out of the context in which it is intended to be used. An auditor may consider
informing the entity that the written communication is not intended for distribution to parties
other than those specified in the written communication.

910

Financial Statements Prepared m Accordance With a Financial Reporting
Framework Generally Accepted in Another Country [IN EXPOSURE COMMENT

PERKJOI
Supersedes: AU sec. 534 (SAS No. 51, Reporting on Financial Statements Prepared for Use
in Other Countries] (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Proposed Changes From Extant
Paragraphs .05, .06, and .12 of extant AU section 534 indicate that the auditor "should
consider consulting" with persons having expertise in auditing and accounting standards
of the other country. The proposed revised SAS would require the auditor to obtain an
understanding of a relevant financial reporting framework generally accepted in another
country and of relevant auditing standards other than U.S. GAAS; however, the ASB
believes that the consideration of consulting with persons having expertise in auditing and
accounting standards should not be a requirement Therefore, these previous requirements
have been converted to application material.
Paragraph .14 of extant AU section 534 requires that if financial statements prepared in
accordance with a financial reporting framework generally accepted in another country
would have more than limited use in the United States, the auditor should report using the
U.S. form of report, modified as appropriate {qualified or adverse), because of departures
from U.S. GAAP. Extant AU section 534 further requires that when the financial statements
would not have more than limited use in the United States, the auditor's report may have
included, as appropriate, an opinion only with respect to the financial reporting framework
generally accepted in the other country (and no opinion relative to U.S. GAAP).
(continued/
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Summary of Changes
In the proposed revised SAS, the concept of limited use has been eliminated. In instances
when a report that is to be used in the United States was prepared in accordance with
a financial reporting framework generally accepted in another country, the proposed
revised SAS requires the auditor to include an emphasis-of-matter paragraph to highlight
the foreign financial reporting framework but permits the auditor to express an unqualified
opinion.

915

Reports on Application o f Requirements o f an Applicable Financial Reporting
Fm new ork

Supersedes: AU section 625 (SAS No. 50, Reports on the Application of Accounting
Principles, as amended) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Changes From Extant
The clarified SAS does not change or expand extant AU section 625 in any significant
respect.
The term financial reporting framework, as defined in the clarified SAS Overall Objectives
of the Independent Auditor and the Conduct o f an Audit in Accordance With Generally
Accepted Auditing Standards, replaces the term generally accepted accounting principles.
The term requirements o f an applicable financial reporting framework, accordingly,
replaces the term application of accounting principles. These changes in terminology are
not intended to create a difference in the application of AU section 625 and this clarified
SAS.
Interpretation No. 1 "Requirement to Consult With the Continuing Accountant," of AU
section 9625, Reports on the Application of Accounting Principles: Auditing Interpretations
o f Section 625 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), uses the term advisory accountant
rather than the term reporting accountants distinguish that an accountant in this capacity
is not engaged to provide a second opinion and is typically engaged to provide accounting
and reporting advice on a recurring basis. The interpretation addresses situations in which
the advisory accountant may overcome the presumptive requirement to consult with the
continuing accountant.
Although the extant SAS does not use the term advisory accountant, this clarified SAS
acknowledges that a reporting accountant who is also engaged to provide accounting
and reporting advice to a specific entity on a recurring basis is commonly referred to as
an advisory accountant This clarified SAS incorporates the auditing interpretation and
distinguishes between the reporting accountant and the advisory accountant without
broadening the extant SAS.

Supersedes: AU section 634 (SAS No. 72, Letters for Underwriters and Certain Other
Requesting Parties, as amended) (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Proposed Changes From Extant
The proposed SAS does not change or expand existing requirements in extant AU section
634 in any significant respect.
....... ............................I........................ ...................... ...in.,.... iiiu.....I ..........
O '

Filings

the U S . Securities and Exchange Commission Under tte Securities A ct

Supersedes: AU section 711 (SAS No. 37, Filings Under Federal Securities Statutes) (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1)

Summary o f Changes in Requirements from SASs to Clarified SASs

Summary of Changes
Proposed Changes From Extant
The proposed SAS does not change or expand existing requirements in extant AU section
711 in any significant respect.

Supersedes: AU section 722 (SAS No. 116, Interim Financial Information) (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1)
Proposed Changes From Extant
The proposed SAS does not change or expand existing requirements in extant AU section
722 in any significant respect.
935

Compliance Audits

Moved From: AU section 801 (SAS No. 117, Compliance Audits) (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1)
SAS No. 117 was issued in the clarity format, effective for compliance audits for fiscal
periods ending on or after June 15,2010, and is currently effective.
SAS No. 117 supersedes SAS No. 74, Compliance Auditing Considerations in Audits of
Governmental and Recipients o f Governmental Financial Assistance. SAS No. 117 updates
SAS No. 74 to reflect changes in the compliance audit environment and incorporates the
risk assessment standards. It requires the auditor to adapt and apply the AU sections of
AICPA Professional Standards to a compliance audit and provides guidance on howto do
so. It identifies the AU sections that are not applicable to a compliance audit, defines terms
related to compliance audits and used in the SAS, and identifies the elements to be included
in an auditor's report on a compliance audit.
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Substantive Differences
Between the International
Standards on Auditing and
Generally Accepted Auditing
Standards

6enerpl Principles and ResponsiblKfles

ISA 200

Overall Objectives of the Independent Auditor and the Conduct of an
Audit in Accordance with International Standards on Auditing

ISA 210

Agreeing the Terms o f Audit Engagements

ISA 220

Quality Control for an Audit of Financial Statements

ISA 230

Audit Documentation

ISA 240

The Auditor's Responsibilities Relating to Fraud in an Audit of Financial
Statements

ISA 250

Consideration o f Laws and Regulations in an Audit o f Financial
Statements

ISA 260

Communication with Those Charged with Governance

ISA 265

Communicating Deficiencies in Internal Control to Those Charged with
Governance and Management

ISA 300

Planning an Audit of Financial Statements

ISA 315

Identifying and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement through
Understanding the Entity and Its Environment

ISA 320

Materiality in Planning and Performing an Audit

ISA 330

The Auditor's Responses to Assessed Risks

ISA 402

Audit Considerations Relating to an Entity Using a Service Organization
(continued)
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Title

Section
ISA 450

Evaluation of Misstatements Identified during the Audit

500-599
ISA 500

Audit Evidence

ISA 501

Audit Evidence— Specific Considerations for Selected Items

ISA 505

External Confirmations

ISA 510

Initial Audit Engagements— Opening Balances

ISA 520

Analytical Procedures

ISA 530

Audit Sampling

ISA 540

Auditing Accounting Estimates, Including Fair Value Accounting
Estimates, and Related Disclosures

ISA 550

Related Parties

ISA 560

Subsequent Events

ISA 570

Going Concern (Not Converged)*

ISA 580

Written Representations

600-699

Using the Work of Others

ISA 600

Special Considerations— Audits of Group Financial Statements
(Including the Work of Component Auditors)

* Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 59, The Auditor’s Consideration
of an Entity’s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern, as amended, is currently
effective and codified as former section 341. SAS No. 59 has been included
in new section 570, as designated by SAS No. 122, Statements on Auditing
Standards: Clarification and Recodification, and will be superseded when it is
redrafted for clarity and convergence with International Standard on Auditing
570, Going Concern, as part of the Clarification and Convergence project of the
Auditing Standards Board. Until such time, new section 570 has been conformed
to reflect updated section and paragraph cross references but has not otherwise
been subjected to a comprehensive review or revision.
1 SAS No. 65, The Auditor’s Consideration of the Internal Audit Function in an
Audit of Financial Statements, is currently effective and codified as former sec
tion 322. SAS No. 65 has been included in new section 610, as designated by SAS
No. 122, Statements on Auditing Standards: Clarification and Recodification,
and will be superseded when it is redrafted for clarity and convergence with
International Standard on Auditing 610 (Revised), Using the Work of Internal
Auditors, as part of the Clarification and Convergence project of the Auditing
Standards Board. Until such time, new section 610 has been conformed to reflect
updated section and paragraph cross references but has not otherwise been sub
jected to a comprehensive review or revision.

Substantive Differences Between ISAs and GAAS

Section

Title

ISA 610

Using the Work o f Internal Auditors (Not Converged}/

ISA 620

Using the Work of an Auditor's Expert

700-799

Audit Conclusions and Reporting

ISA 700

Forming an Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements

ISA 705

Modifications to the Opinion in the Independent Auditor's Report

ISA 706

Emphasis of Matter Paragraphs and Other Matter Paragraphs in the
Independent Auditor's Report

ISA 710

Comparative Information— Corresponding Figures and Comparative
Financial Statements

ISA 720

The Auditor's Responsibilities Relating to Other Information in
Documents Containing Audited Financial Statements

800-899

Specialized Areas

ISA 800

Special Considerations— Audits of Financial Statements Prepared in
Accordance with Special Purpose Frameworks

ISA 805

Special Considerations— Audits of Single Financial Statements and
Specific Elements, Accounts or Items of a Financial Statement

ISA 810

Engagements to Report on Summary Financial Statements

This analysis was prepared by the AICPA Audit and Attest Standards
staff to highlight substantive differences between the Statements on
Auditing Standards and International Standards on Auditing, and the
rationales therefore. This analysis is not authoritative and is prepared
for inform ational purposes only. It has not been acted on, or reviewed
by, the Auditing Standards Board.
Statements on Auditing Standards (SASs) are issued by the Auditing
Standards Board (ASB), the senior technical body of the AICPA desig
nated to issue pronouncem ents on auditing m atter for nonissuers.1 Rule
1 The term issuer means an issuer (as defined in Section 3 of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78c)), the securities of which are registered
under Section 12 of that act (15 U.S.C. 781), or that is required to file reports
under Section 15(d) (15 U.S.C. 78o(d)), or that files or has filed a registration
statement that has not yet become effective under the Securities Act of 1933 (15
U.S.C. 77a et seq.), and that it has not withdrawn. The term nonissuer refers to
any entity not subject to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act or the rules of the Securities
and Exchange Commission.
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202, Compliance W ith Standards (ET sec. 202 par. .01), of the AICPA
Code of Professional Conduct requires an AICPA member who performs
an audit of a nonissuer to comply w ith standards prom ulgated by the
ASB.
In 2007, the ASB began a project to clarify its standards to make
them easier to read, understand, and apply, and to converge its stan
dards with those developed by the International Auditing and Assurance
Standards Board (IAASB) of the International Federation of Accountants
(IFAC). ^Accordingly, the ASB established clarity drafting conventions
and has revised all its SASs in accordance with those conventions, using
corresponding International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) as a base.
Each clarified SAS differs from its corresponding ISA only where the
ASB believes compelling reasons exist for the differences. As described
in this appendix, nearly all ISA requirements are also requirements of
auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America
(GAAS). However, GAAS contain additional requirements that address
issues specific to the United States of America or retain current practices.
An AICPA member practicing in the United States of America may
be engaged to audit the financial statements of a nonissuer in accordance
with the ISAs. In those circumstances where the auditor’s report states
that the audit was conducted in accordance with the ISAs, the U.S. audi
tor should comply with both the ISAs and, as required by the AICPA
Code of Professional Conduct, GAAS. An engagement of this nature is
normally conducted by performing an audit in accordance with GAAS
plus performing any additional procedures required by the ISAs.
The purpose of this appendix is to assist the U.S. auditor in plan
ning and performing an engagement in accordance with the ISAs. This
document provides a brief description of how each ISA differs from the
comparable U.S. standard. However, to fully understand how the ISA
might affect the nature, timing, and extent of the procedures performed
in an engagement in accordance with GAAS, the auditor should consider
the ISAs in their entirety by considering the standards together w ith the
related guidance included in the ISAs. In performing an audit in accor
dance with the ISAs, the auditor also needs to comply with IFAC’s Code
of Ethics.
This analysis compares the ISAs included in the 2010 edition of
the H andbook o f International Q uality Control, Auditing, Review,

Substantive Differences Between ISAs and GAAS

O ther Assurance, and Related Services Pronouncements, to the AICPA’s
Professional Standards. References to GAAS are made to the relevant AU
sections. This analysis describes the differences in terms of
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

differences in language,
requirements in the ISAs not in GAAS,
requirements in GAAS not in the ISAs,
differences between requirements, and
the placement of certain requirements within GAAS.

General
In converging with the ISAs, the ASB has made various changes to the
language of the ISAs throughout the SASs. Such changes have been made
to use terms applicable in the United States and to make the SASs eas
ier to read and apply in the United States. The ASB believes that such
changes do not create differences between the application of the ISAs and
the application of GAAS. Selected changes are described in the analysis
that follows.

ISA 200, Overall Objectives of the
Independent Auditor and the Conduct of
an Audit in Accordance with International
Standards on Auditing, Compared to
Section 200, Overall Objectives of the
Independent Auditor and the Conduct o f
an Audit in Accordance With Generally
Accepted Auditing Standards
Requirements in the ISAs Not in GAAS
The ISAs provide for reporting on financial statements that are prepared
in accordance with fair presentation financial reporting fram eworks and
compliance financial reporting fram ew orks. In the ISAs, compliance
fram eworks do not necessarily require fair presentation. GAAS address
reporting on financial statements that are prepared in accordance with
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fair presentation frameworks only, because the ASB believes that fair
presentation frameworks are the only financial reporting fram eworks
used in the United States.

Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
GAAS, as described in paragraph .23 of section 200, contain two cat
egories of professional requirements: unconditional requirem ents and
presumptively m andatory requirements. Paragraph .23 of section 200
describes the auditor’s obligation to comply with (1) an unconditional
requirem ent in all cases where such requirem ent is relevant, and (2) a
presumptively m andatory requirem ent in all cases where such a require
ment is relevant except in rare circumstances. The ISAs contain only one
category of professional requirements, with which paragraphs .22-.23
of ISA 200 require the auditor to comply when such requirements are
relevant except in rare circumstances. The ASB retained two categories
of professional requirements so as not to create unnecessary differences
with the application of the auditing standards prom ulgated by the Public
Com pany Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), which contain the
same two categories of professional requirements as described in section
200.
Paragraphs .25-.26 of section 200 contain requirem ents relating
to interpretive publications and other auditing publications. The ISAs
do not address interpretive publications or other auditing publications.

ISA 210, Agreeing the Terms of Audit
Engagements, Compared to Section 210,
Terms of Engagement
Requirements in the ISAs Not in GAAS
Paragraphs 11-12 of ISA 210 contain requirem ents relating to situa
tions when law or regulation prescribes m anagem ent’s responsibilities.
Paragraph 18 of ISA 210 contains requirements relating to situations
when law or regulation supplements financial reporting standards estab
lished by an authorized or recognized standards- setting organization.
The ASB believes that these situations are not applicable to nonissuers in
the United States and, accordingly, such requirements are not included
in GAAS.

Substantive Differences Between ISAs and GAAS

Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Paragraphs .11-.12 of section 210 address the auditor’s com m unica
tions with predecessor auditors in initial audit or reaudit engagements.
ISA 210 does not contain these requirements. The ASB believes these
requirements and related application m aterial are appropriate for inclu
sion in GAAS.
Paragraph 13 of ISA 210 requires that for recurring audits, the
auditor should assess whether there is a need to remind the entity of the
existing terms of the engagement. Paragraph .13 of section 210 requires
the auditor to remind the entity of the existing terms of the engagement
and to document the reminder. The ASB believes that it is im portant to
review the terms of the engagement with the entity each year.

Placement of Certain Requirements W ithin GAAS
Paragraphs 19-20 of ISA 210 contain requirem ents relating to situa
tions when the financial reporting fram ew ork is prescribed by law or
regulation. These requirem ents are addressed in section 800, Special
Considerations— Audits o f Financial Statements Prepared in Accordance
W ith Special Purpose Frameworks. The different placement of these
requirements does not create differences between the ISAs as a whole
and GAAS as a whole.

ISA 220, Quality Control for an Audit
of Financial Statements, Compared
to Section 220, Quality Control for an
Engagement Conducted in Accordance
With Generally Accepted Auditing
Standards
Requirements in the ISAs Not in GAAS
Paragraph 21 of ISA 220 contains requirem ents relating to audits of
listed entities. Such requirements are not applicable to audits of nonis
suers in the United States and, accordingly, such requirements are not
included in GAAS.
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Differences Between Requirements
Paragraph .21 of section 220 requires that when an engagement quality
control review is performed, the engagement quality control review be
completed before the engagement partner releases the auditor’s report.
Paragraph 19 of ISA 220 requires that the quality control review be com
pleted before the engagement partner dates the auditor’s report. The ASB
believes that an engagement quality control review is an independent
review of the engagement team ’s significant judgments, including the
date selected by the engagement team to date the report. As noted in the
application material to section 220, when the engagement quality control
review results in additional procedures being performed, the date of the
report would be changed.

ISA 230, Audit Documentation, Compared
to Section 230, Audit Documentation
Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Paragraph .10 of section 230 requires the auditor to include abstracts
or copies of significant contracts or agreements in docum entation of
auditing procedures related to inspection of those significant contracts
or agreements. ISA 230 does not require the auditor to include abstracts
or copies of the entity’s records. Paragraph A3 of ISA 230 (which is
application m aterial relating to the requirem ent in paragraph 8 of ISA
230, which corresponds to paragraph .08 in section 230) states, “the
auditor may include abstracts or copies of the entity’s records (for
example, significant and specific contracts and agreements) as part of
audit docum entation.”
W hen perform ing auditing procedures related to inspection of sig
nificant contracts or agreements, the ASB believes that, in the context
of the preparation of audit docum entation th at is sufficient to enable
an experienced auditor to understand the audit evidence obtained, it
is im portant to include abstracts or copies of such contracts or agree
m ents. Further, the PCAOB standards include a requirem ent th at
docum entation of auditing procedures related to the inspection of
significant contracts or agreements should include abstracts or copies

Substantive Differences Between ISAs and GAAS

of the documents.2 The ASB does not w ant to create a difference with
PCAOB standards in this regard.

Differences Between Requirements
Paragraph 14 of ISA 230 requires the auditor to assemble the audit docu
m entation in an audit file and complete the administrative process of
assembling the final audit file on a timely basis after the date of the audi
to r’s report, and the related application and other explanatory m aterial
indicates that an appropriate time limit within which to complete the
assembly of the final audit file is ordinarily not more than 60 days after
the date of the auditor’s report. Paragraph .16 of section 230 requires
the auditor to assemble the audit docum entation in an audit file and
complete the administrative process of assembling the final audit file on
a timely basis, no later than 60 days following the report release date.
The auditor is required by paragraph .15 of section 230 to document the
report release date in the audit docum entation.
Paragraph 15 of ISA 230 requires that after the assembly of the
final audit file has been completed, the auditor not delete or discard
audit docum entation of any nature before the end of its retention period.
Paragraph A23 of ISA 230 states, “the retention period for audit engage
ments is ordinarily no shorter than five years from the date of the audi
to r’s report, or, if later, the date of the group auditor’s report.” Paragraph
.17 of section 230 requires that after the documentation completion date,
the auditor not delete or discard audit docum entation before the end of
the specified retention period, and goes on to state that “such retention
period, however, should not be shorter than five years from the report
release date.”
The ASB believes that it is appropriate to be consistent w ith the
standards of the PCAOB in relation to the date from which the documen
tation completion and retention periods are m easured.3 N otw ithstanding
that the docum entation completion period is measured from the same
date in GAAS and in the PCAOB standard, the ASB continues to believe
that a 60-day period is appropriate for GAAS as opposed to the 45-day
period in the PCAOB standard.
2 Paragraph 10 of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 3, Audit Documentation
(AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules, Auditing Standards).
3 Paragraphs 14-15 of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 3.
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ISA 240, The Auditor's Responsibilities
Relating to Fraud in an Audit of Financial
Statements, Compared to Section 240,
Consideration o f Fraud in a Financial
Statem ent Audit
Differences in Language
Paragraph 11 of ISA 240 and paragraph .11 of section 240 define fraud.
However, the definition of fraud in paragraph .11 of section 240 was
revised by changing the words “to obtain illegal or unjust advantage”
to “results in a misstatement in financial statements that are the subject
of an audit.” The ASB believes that (a) the definition in ISA 240 is too
broad and could inappropriately expose auditors to additional liability
in the United States, and (b) the meaning of unjust could be interpreted
very broadly and subjectively in its application and could imply a scope
well beyond the intent of the standard. The ASB believes that the change
in the definition does not create significant differences between the appli
cation of ISA 240 and the application of section 240.

Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Section 240 contains requirem ents, consistent w ith requirem ents of
SAS No. 99, Consideration o f Fraud in a Financial Statement A udit, as
amended, that have been expanded from the requirements of ISA 240, or
elevated from application m aterial in ISA 240, as follows:
• The requirem ent in paragraph 14 of ISA 240 for the auditor to
investigate inconsistent responses to auditor inquiries of m anage
ment or those charged with governance has been expanded in p ara
graph .14 of section 240 to also include responses that are otherwise
unsatisfactory (for example, vague or implausible responses).
• The requirem ent in paragraph 15 of ISA 240 that requires members
of the engagement team to discuss the susceptibility of the entity’s
financial statements to m aterial misstatements has been expanded
in paragraph .15 of section 240 to include additional discussion
items from application and other explanatory m aterial in ISA 240
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•

•

•

•

to requirem ents in section 240. These include a required brain
storming session focused very specifically on, among other things,
internal and external fraud factors and the possibility of m anage
ment override of controls. In addition, section 240 further clarifies
the requirem ent for participation of key engagement team members
and the engagement partner in the discussion and brainstorm ing
sessions. Lastly, section 240 requires appropriate comm unication
throughout the audit among the engagement team members. Several
of these discussion items have been elevated from paragraphs A 10A l l of ISA 240.
The requirem ent in paragraph 44 of ISA 240 to document the sig
nificant decisions reached during the discussion among the engage
ment team regarding fraud-related m atters has been expanded in
paragraph .43 of section 240 to also require documenting how and
when the discussion occurred and the audit team members who
participated.
Procedures elevated from paragraph A18 of ISA 240 to require
ments in paragraph .19 of section 240, related to making inquiries
of internal audit as part of performing risk assessment procedures,
include determining (a) whether internal audit has performed any
procedures to identify or detect fraud during the year, and (b)
w hether m anagement has satisfactorily responded to any findings
resulting from these inquiries.
The requirem ent in paragraph 34 of ISA 240 to evaluate whether
the results of analytical procedures at or near the end of the report
ing period indicate a previously unrecognized risk of m aterial
m isstatem ent due to fraud has been expanded in paragraph .34
of section 240 to include the accum ulated results of auditing pro
cedures, including analytical procedures performed as substantive
tests or when forming an overall conclusion. Section 240 also spe
cifically requires performance of analytical procedures relating to
revenue accounts through the end of the reporting period, in light
of the generally higher risk of financial statement fraud involving
revenue.
The requirements in paragraph 32(a) of ISA 240 address designing
and performing auditing procedures to test the appropriateness of
journal entries. In addition to essential guidance about addressing
the risk of possible m anagement override of controls, included in
paragraph .32a of section 240 are requirements to
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o obtain an understanding of the entity’s financial reporting pro
cess and controls over journal entries and other adjustments, and
determine whether such controls are suitably designed and have
been implemented.
o consider fraud risk factors, the nature and complexity of accounts,
and entries processed outside the norm al course of business, ele
vated from the application and other explanatory m aterial con
tained in paragraph A43 of ISA 240 in order to emphasize the
im portance of these considerations.
o include identification and testing of specific journal entries
regardless of controls.
• The requirem ent for the auditor to design and perform auditing
procedures to review accounting estimates for biases and evaluate
w hether the circumstances producing the bias, if any, represent a
risk of material misstatement due to fraud, in paragraph 32(b) of ISA
240, has been expanded in paragraph .32b of section 240 to include
those estimates that are based on highly sensitive assumptions.

ISA 250, Consideration o f Laws and
Regulations in an Audit of Financial
Statements, Compared to Section 250,
Consideration of Laws and Regulations in
an Audit of Financial Statements
Differences in Language
Changes to the language of section 250 include:
• In paragraphs . 1 Qa and .13, changing the phrase “compliance with
the provisions of those laws and regulations generally recognized to
have a direct and m aterial effect on the determ ination of m aterial
am ounts and disclosures in the financial statem ents” to the phrase
“m aterial amounts and disclosures in the financial statements that
are determined by the provisions of those laws and regulations gen
erally recognized to have a direct effect on their determ ination.”
This change was made to address the ASB’s concerns th at the
language in ISA 250 expanded the au d ito r’s responsibility to
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encompass all aspects of those laws and regulations described
in paragraph .06a of section 250, as opposed to focusing on the
amounts and disclosures included in the financial statements. The
ASB has discussed this issue with the IAASB, and the wording in sec
tion 250 reflects the intent of ISA 250. The IAASB made subsequent
changes to the application material in ISA 250 to make this clear.
• In paragraphs .10/? and .14, changing “to help identify” to “that
may identify.” The ASB believes that the wording of section 250
better conveys the intent of ISA 250.
• In paragraph .18, adding the phrase “ (at a level above those
involved with the suspected noncompliance, if possible).”
Such changes have been made to make section 250 easier to read
and apply. The ASB believes that such changes do not create differences
between the application of ISA 250 and the application of section 250.

Placement of Certain Requirements Within GAAS
Paragraph 16 of ISA 250 requires the auditor to request m anagement
and, when appropriate, those charged w ith governance to provide
w ritten representations regarding identified or suspected instances of
noncom pliance w ith relevant laws and regulations. The ASB believes
this requirem ent is more appropriately placed in section 580, W ritten
Representations. The placement of these requirements does not create
differences between the ISAs as a whole and GAAS as a whole.

ISA 260, Communication with Those
Charged with Governance, Compared
to Section 260, The Auditor's
Communication With Those Charged With
Governance
Differences in Language
Changes to the language of section 260 from ISA 260 include
• in paragraph .12, requiring that the auditor communicate with those
charged w ith governance “the auditor’s views about qualitative
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aspects of the entity’s significant accounting practices” compared
with the requirement in paragraph 16 of ISA 260 that the auditor
communicate with those charged with governance “the auditor’s
views about significant qualitative aspects of the entity’s accounting
practices.” The ASB believes that the wording of section 260 better
conveys the intent of ISA 260.
• in paragraph .16, changing the language in ISA 260 from “W ritten
com m unications need not include all m atters th at arose during
the course of the audit” to “This comm unication need not include
m atters that arose during the course of the audit that were com 
m unicated with those charged with governance and satisfactorily
resolved.”
Such changes have been made to make section 260 easier to read
and apply. The ASB believes that such changes do not create differences
between the application of ISA 260 and the application of section 260.

Requirements in the ISAs Not in GAAS
Paragraphs 13 and 16 of ISA 260 require the auditor to communicate
certain m atters regarding independence in the case of listed entities.
These requirements are not applicable to the audits of nonissuers in the
United States and, therefore, are not included in section 260.

Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Paragraph . 12tz of section 260 requires the auditor, when applicable,
to determine that those charged w ith governance are informed about
the process used by m anagement in form ulating particularly sensitive
accounting estimates and about the basis for the auditor’s conclusions
regarding the reasonableness of those estimates.
Paragraph .14# and c of section 260 require, when not all of those
charged with governance are involved in managing the entity, the auditor
to communicate (#) material, corrected misstatements that were brought
to the attention of m anagement as a result of audit procedures, and (b)
the auditor’s views about significant m atters that were the subject of
m anagem ent’s consultations with other accountants on accounting or
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auditing m atters when the auditor is aware that such consultation has
occurred. Paragraph .12c of section 260 requires the auditor to com m u
nicate disagreements with management, if any. ISA 260 does not require
com m unication of these m atters. The ASB believes that it is im portant
for these m atters to be communicated to those charged with governance
of nonissuers in the United States.
Paragraph .17 of section 260 requires the auditor, when com m u
nicating m atters in accordance with section 260 in writing, to indicate
in the com m unication that it is intended solely for the inform ation and
use of those charged with governance and, if appropriate, m anagement
and is not intended to be, and should not be, used by anyone other than
these specified parties. ISA 260 does not require this indication, nor does
it prohibit it. The ASB believes that this comm unication meets the crite
ria for a by-product report under SAS No. 87, Restricting the Use of an
A uditor’s R eport?

Placement of Certain Requirements W ithin GAAS
C onsistent w ith requirem ents in paragraphs 12-13 of ISA 450,
Evaluation o f M isstatements Identified during the A udit, paragraph
.13 of section 260 contains a requirem ent for the auditor to com m u
nicate certain m atters regarding uncorrected misstatements. The ASB
believes that this comm unication with those charged with governance
is more appropriately placed in section 260. Paragraph 12(c)(i) of ISA
260 requires the auditor to communicate m aterial weaknesses in internal
control identified during an audit to those charged with governance. The
ASB believes this requirem ent is more appropriately placed in section
265, Com municating Internal Control Related M atters Identified in an

* SAS No. 87, Restricting the Use o f an Auditor’s Report, is currently effective
and codified as former section 532. SAS No. 87 has been included in new sec
tion 905, as designated by SAS No. 122, Statements on Auditing Standards:
Clarification and Recodification, and will be superseded when it is redrafted for
clarity and convergence as part of the Clarification and Convergence project of
the Auditing Standards Board. Until such time, new section 905 has been con
formed to reflect updated section and paragraph cross references but has not
otherwise been subjected to a comprehensive review or revision.
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A udit. The placement of these requirements does not create differences
between the ISAs as a whole and GAAS as a whole.

ISA 265, Communicating Deficiencies in
Internal Control to Those Charged with
Governance and Management, Compared
to Section 265, Communicating Internal
Control Related M atters Identified in an
Audit
Differences in Language
Section 265 includes and defines the term material weakness, whereas
ISA 265 does not.
The definition of material weakness, along with the definitions
of deficiency in internal control and significant deficiency in internal
control have been modified to align w ith the definitions of these terms
in Statement on Standards for A ttestation Engagements N o. 15, A n
Exam ination o f an E n tity’s Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
That Is Integrated W ith an A udit o f Its Financial Statements (AICPA,
Professional Standards, AT sec. 501). These terms and definitions are
consistent w ith those used in the standards of the PCAOB. The ASB
believes that consistency between its standards and those of the PCAOB
in the use and definition of these terms is essential in the United States
due to legal and regulatory requirements, including those pertaining to
the evaluation of the effectiveness of an entity’s internal control over
financial reporting.
The ASB believes that the definitions are consistent with the intent
of ISA 265 and that the modifications do not create differences between
the application of ISA 265 and the application of section 265.
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Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Section 265 requires the auditor to evaluate each deficiency to deter
mine, on the basis of the audit w ork performed, whether, individually
or in com bination, the deficiencies constitute significant deficiencies or
m aterial weaknesses. ISA 265 does not explicitly refer to the auditor’s
evaluation of each deficiency in m aking this determ ination. The ASB
believes that the requirem ent in section 265 is consistent with the intent
of ISA 265.
Section 265 requires the auditor to communicate significant defi
ciencies and material weaknesses to management and those charged with
governance. Because ISA 265 does not include or define the term m ate
rial weakness, ISA 265 does not contain a requirem ent to separately
identify or communicate m aterial weaknesses.
Section 265 includes an additional requirem ent for the auditor to
consider, if the auditor determines that a deficiency, or a com bination
of deficiencies, in internal control is not a m aterial weakness, whether
prudent officials, having knowledge of the same facts and circumstances,
would likely reach the same conclusion (paragraph .10).
Section 265 explicitly requires the auditor to document the com m u
nication of other deficiencies in internal control that are communicated
orally to m anagement (paragraph .12h).
Paragraphs 9-10 of ISA 265 require the auditor to communicate
to those charged with governance and m anagement on a timely basis.
Paragraph .13 of section 265 requires the comm unication to be made no
later than 60 days following the report release date. ISA 265 recognizes
in paragraph A13 that the w ritten com m unication of significant defi
ciencies forms part of the final audit file and is subject to the overriding
requirem ent for the auditor to complete the assembly of the final audit
file on a timely basis. ISA 230 states that an appropriate time limit within
which to complete the assembly of the final audit file is ordinarily not
more than 60 days after the date of the auditor’s report.
In addition to the required elements of the written comm unication
identified in paragraph 11 of ISA 265, paragraph .14 of section 265
requires that the following additional items/elements be included in the
w ritten communication:
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• The definition of material weakness and, when relevant, the defini
tion of significant deficiency
• An explanation that the auditor is not expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of internal control
• An explanation that the auditor’s consideration of internal control
was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that
might be material weaknesses or significant deficiencies
• A statement restricting the use of the comm unication to m anage
m ent, those charged w ith governance, others w ithin the organi
zation, and any governm ental authority to which the auditor is
required to report
Paragraph .15 of section 265 includes reporting requirements when
the auditor issues a w ritten com m unication stating that no m aterial
weaknesses were identified during the audit of the financial statements.
Paragraph .16 of section 265 prohibits the issuance of a w ritten com m u
nication stating that no significant deficiencies were identified during the
audit. ISA 265 does not address the issuance of communications indicat
ing no m aterial weaknesses or no significant deficiencies.

ISA 300, Planning an Audit of Financial
Statements, Compared to Section 300,
Planning an Audit
Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Paragraph .12 of section 300 contains requirements regarding the audi
to r’s obligations for determining the extent of involvement of profes
sionals possessing specialized skills. ISA 300 does not contain these
requirem ents. The ASB believes these requirem ents, and the related
application material, are necessary for the auditor’s consideration of the
need for specialized skills and knowledge in the audit.
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ISA 315, Identifying and Assessing
the Risks of M aterial Misstatem ent
through Understanding the Entity and
Its Environment, Compared to Section
315, Understanding the Entity and Its
Environment and Assessing the Risks of
M aterial Misstatement
Differences in Language
Paragraph .10 of section 315 uses different wording than paragraph 9
of ISA 315 to describe the auditor’s requirem ent regarding the relevance
of inform ation obtained. Paragraphs .19 and .25 of section 315 include
additional modifiers to conform to the com parable auditing standard
issued by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board.
Both ISA 240 and section 240 contain requirements for the auditor
to consider the risks of material misstatem ent due to fraud. Paragraph
.09 of section 315 contains a specific requirem ent for the auditor to con
sider the results of the assessment of the risk of m aterial misstatement
due to fraud during planning, whereas ISA 315 does not. In addition,
certain requirements in paragraphs .21 and .33 of section 315 contain
more specificity than do the equivalent requirements in ISA 315.
These differences do not create differences between the application
of ISA 315 and the application of section 315.

ISA 320, M ateriality in Planning and
Performing an Audit, Compared to
Section 320, M ateriality in Planning and
Performing an Audit
There are no differences between the application of ISA 320 and the
application of section 320.
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ISA 330, The Auditor's Responses to
Assessed Risks, Compared to Section 330,
Performing Audit Procedures in Response
to Assessed Risks and Evaluating the
Audit Evidence Obtained
Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Paragraph .20 of section 330 includes a requirement to confirm accounts
receivable unless certain conditions exist. This requirem ent is not in the
ISAs. The ASB believes it is appropriate to retain the requirem ent in
paragraph 34 of SAS No. 67, The Confirmation Process.

Differences Between Requirements
To be consistent with the wording of the comparable requirements in
the comparable auditing standard issued by the PCAOB, the requirement
in paragraph .07 of section 330 has been modified with the words “rel
evant” and “m aterial,” and the requirem ent in paragraph .10 of section
330 has been expanded to specifically include addressing, when appli
cable, whether the person performing the control possesses the necessary
authority and competence to perform the control effectively. The ASB
believes these differences do not create differences between the applica
tion of ISA 330 and the application of section 330.

Placement of Certain Requirements W ithin GAAS
Paragraph .25 of section 330 includes a requirem ent for the auditor
addressing the means of selecting items for testing. This requirem ent is
in the ISAs in ISA 500, A udit Evidence. The ASB believes this require
ment is more appropriately placed in section 330. The placement of this
requirem ent does not create a difference between the ISAs as a whole
and GAAS as a whole.

Substantive Differences Between ISAs and GAAS

ISA 402, Audit Considerations Relating to
an Entity Using a Service Organization,
Compared to Section 402, Audit
Considerations Relating to an Entity Using
a Service Organization
Differences in Language
The definitions of Report on a description o f a service organization’s sys
tem and the suitability o f the design o f controls (type 1 report) and Report
on a description o f a service organization’s system and the suitability o f
the design and operating effectiveness o f controls (type 2 report), in para
graph .08 of section 402, indicate that m anagem ent’s written assertion
is an element of these reports. This is consistent with the definitions of
these terms in International Standard on Assurance Engagements 3402,
Assurance Reports on Controls at a Service Organization. The defini
tions of these terms in paragraph 8 of ISA 402 do not include m anage
m ent’s written assertion as an element of the reports. The ASB believes
that the definitions are consistent with the intent of ISA 402 and that the
modifications do not create differences between the application of ISA
402 and the application of section 402.

ISA 450, Evaluation o f Misstatements
Identified during the Audit, Compared to
Section 450, Evaluation of Misstatements
Identified During the Audit
Placement of Certain Requirements W ithin GAAS
Paragraphs 12-13 of ISA 450 require the auditor to communicate certain
m atters regarding uncorrected misstatements to those charged with gov
ernance. The ASB believes that the requirements for this comm unication
are more appropriately placed in section 260.
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Paragraph 14 of ISA 450 requires the auditor to request written rep
resentations from m anagement and, where appropriate, those charged
with governance regarding uncorrected misstatements. The ASB believes
this requirem ent is more appropriately placed in section 580.
The placement of these requirem ents does not create differences
between the ISAs as a whole and GAAS as a whole.

ISA 500, Audit Evidence, Compared to
Section 500, Audit Evidence
Placement of Certain Requirements W ithin GAAS
Paragraph 10 of ISA 500 includes a requirem ent for the auditor address
ing the means of selecting items for testing. The ASB believes this require
ment is more appropriately placed in section 330. The placement of this
requirem ent does not create a difference between the ISAs as a whole
and GAAS as a whole.

ISA 501, Audit Evidence— Specific
Considerations for Selected Items,
Compared to Section 501, Audit
Evidence—Specific Considerations for
Selected Items
Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Section 501 contains specific requirements relating to auditing invest
ments in securities and derivative instruments that are not in ISA 501.
The ASB concluded th at it was appropriate to retain these specific
requirements of SAS No. 92, Auditing Derivatives Instruments, Hedging
Activities, and Investments in Securities.
SAS No. 12, Inquiry o f a Client’s Lawyer Concerning Litigation,
Claims, and Assessments, is based on the premise that the applicable
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financial reporting fram ew ork complies w ith Financial Accounting
Standards Board Accounting Standards Codification 450, Contingencies.
In addition, the audit inquiry letters required under SAS No. 12 have
been subjected to the provisions of the 1975 agreement between the
AICPA and the American Bar Association (ABA treaty). Consequently,
section 501 contains specific requirements relating to litigation, claims
and assessments consistent with the requirements of SAS No. 12 that are
not contained in ISA 501. The ASB decided to retain such content in sec
tion 501 because it is particular to the U.S. environment and continues
to be relevant in practice.

Placement of Certain Requirements W ithin GAAS
Paragraph 12 of ISA 501 requires the auditor to request w ritten rep
resentations from m anagement and, where appropriate, those charged
with governance regarding litigation and claims. The ASB believes this
requirem ent is more appropriately placed in section 580. The placement
of these requirements does not create differences between the ISAs as a
whole and GAAS as a whole.

ISA 505, External Confirmations,
Compared to Section 505, External
Confirmations
Differences in Language
The definition of external confirmation has been expanded to include an
example of a medium through which a response may be obtained. The
example— direct access by the auditor to inform ation held by a third
party— addresses a situation th at is increasingly comm on. The ASB
believes that the inclusion of this concept clarifies the definition and is
consistent w ith the intent of the definition in ISA 505.
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ISA 510, Initial Audit Engagements—
Opening Balances, Compared to
Section 510, Opening Balances—Initial
Audit Engagements, Including Reaudit
Engagements
Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Paragraph .07 of section 510 carries forw ard a requirem ent from p ara
graph 11 of SAS N o. 84, Com m unications Between Predecessor and
Successor Auditors, as amended, which states that the auditor, when the
prior period financial statements were audited by a predecessor audi
tor, should request m anagement to authorize the predecessor auditor to
allow a review of the predecessor auditor’s audit docum entation and to
respond fully to inquiries by the auditor. O ther requirements related to
reviewing the predecessor auditor’s audit docum entation do not differ
between ISA 510 and section 510.
Paragraph .13 of section 510 incorporates requirements from p ara
graph 22 of SAS No. 84, as amended, concerning the auditor’s response
when m anagement refuses to inform the predecessor auditor th at the
prior period financial statem ents may need revision or if the auditor
is not satisfied w ith the resolution of the m atter. The ASB believes it is
im portant to address this situation.
Paragraph .14 of section 510 incorporates a requirement from p ara
graph 13 of SAS No. 84, as amended, that states that the auditor should
not make reference to the report or w ork of the predecessor auditor
as the basis, in part, for the successor auditor’s own opinion. The ASB
believes this requirem ent is necessary in the United States to clearly dis
tinguish this situation from the circumstances in section 600, Special
Considerations— Audits o f Group Financial Statements (Including the
W ork o f Com ponent Auditors), in which the auditor determines to make
reference to the audit of a com ponent auditor in the auditor’s report on
the group financial statements.
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Differences Between Requirements
Paragraph 6(c) of ISA 510 requires the auditor to perform one or more
of three identified procedures, in addition to the procedures required
in paragraph 6(a-b) of ISA 510, to obtain sufficient appropriate audit
evidence about whether the opening balances contain misstatements that
materially affect the current period’s financial statements. Two of the
three procedures are (a) reviewing the predecessor auditor’s audit docu
m entation to obtain evidence regarding opening balances, and (b) evalu
ating whether audit procedures performed in the current audit provide
evidence relevant to the opening balances. The ASB does not believe
that either of these procedures, on its own, provides sufficient evidence
regarding opening balances, and accordingly, the ASB has redrafted
paragraph .08c of section 510 to require the auditor to evaluate whether
audit procedures performed in the current period provide evidence rel
evant to the opening balances and also to perform one or both of the
other procedures identified in paragraph .08c(i-ii) of section 510.

ISA 520, Analytical Procedures, Compared
to Section 520, Analytical Procedures
Differences in Language
The ASB has made various changes to the language throughout section
520 in com parison with ISA 520. The changes to section 520 include
the following:
• In paragraph .05c, adding the parenthetical “ (taking into account
w hether substantive analytical procedures are to be perform ed
alone or in com bination with tests of details)” to clarify that the
auditor can use as audit evidence a substantive analytical procedure
that is less precise than performance m ateriality when such analyti
cal procedure is combined with other substantive audit procedures.
• In paragraph .05d, adding “com pare the recorded am ounts, or
ratios developed from recorded am ounts, with the expectations.”
The ASB is of the understanding that such procedure is presumed
in ISA 520.
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Such changes have been made to make section 520 easier to read and
apply. The ASB believes that the changes made do not create differences
between the application of ISA 520 and the application of section 520.

Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Section 520 includes specific docum entation requirements, in paragraph
.08, which ISA 520 does not. Such requirements are contained in SAS
No. 56, Analytical Procedures, as amended, which section 520 super
sedes, and the ASB believes that the requirements are appropriate and
should be retained.

ISA 530, Audit Sampling, Compared to
Section 530, Audit Sampling
Differences in Language
The definition of audit sampling in paragraph 5 of ISA 530 was revised
in section 530 because the ASB believes that the ISA 530 wording defin
ing audit sampling to require the auditor to select items such that “each
item has a chance of selection” is too imprecise to be meaningful. The
definition was revised to (a) focus on conclusions about the population,
and (b) include the fundamental concept of representativeness. Paragraph
.08 of section 530, which establishes a requirem ent with respect to the
selection of items in a population, reflects the revised definition of audit
sampling.
The wording in paragraph .13 of section 530 was broadened from
the wording in paragraph 14 of ISA 530 to better encompass the related
application material.

Requirements in the ISAs Not in GAAS
The requirem ent in paragraph 13 of ISA 530 that addresses the issue
of anomalies is not included in section 530. The ASB expressed con
cerns about term s used in paragraph 13 of ISA 530, such as “in the
extremely rare circum stances” and “ a high degree of certainty.” These
term s are not used in GAAS and the ASB believes these term s w ould
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not be consistently interpreted in practice. The ASB also believes that the
deletion from section 530 of the option to consider a misstatement an
anomaly will enhance audit quality because misstatements identified by
the auditor during audit sampling will be treated in the same m anner as
any other misstatement identified by the auditor and, thus, will prevent
the misuse of anomalies.
Paragraph 14 of ISA 530 requires, for tests of details, the projection
of misstatements found in a sample to the population. The ASB believes
that projection of misstatements is also relevant to tests of controls and
tests of compliance, and accordingly, has broadened the requirem ent in
paragraph .14 of section 530 to project the results of audit sampling to
also include tests of controls and tests of compliance.

Other
The appendixes of ISA 530 were not been included in section 530
because the guidance contained therein is covered by the AICPA Audit
Guide A udit Sampling.

ISA 540, Auditing Accounting Estimates,
Including Fair Value Accounting
Estimates, and Related Disclosures,
Compared to Section 540, Auditing
Accounting Estimates, Including Fair
Value Accounting Estimates, and Related
Disclosures
Placement of Certain Requirements W ithin GAAS
Paragraph 22 of ISA 540 requires the auditor to obtain w ritten rep
resentations from m anagem ent and, when appropriate, those charged
w ith governance about w hether m anagem ent and, when appropriate,
those charged w ith governance believe significant assum ptions used
in m aking accounting estimates are reasonable. The ASB believes this
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requirem ent is more appropriately placed in section 580. The placement
of this requirem ent does not create a difference between the ISAs as a
whole and GAAS as a whole.

ISA 550, Related Parties, Compared to
Section 550, Related Parties
Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
ISA 550 distinguishes between fair presentation and compliance fram e
works and between financial reporting frameworks that contain related
party requirements and financial reporting fram eworks that have m ini
mal or no related party requirements. However, the ASB believes that
fair presentation fram ew orks are the only financial reporting fram e
w ork used in the United States. Further, to achieve fair presentation,
disclosures related to related parties, such as those required by generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP), are necessary and, accordingly,
section 550 defines related party as “a party as defined in GAAP.” Thus,
section 550 does not refer to applicable financial reporting frameworks;
the applicability, objectives, and requirem ents of section 550 are the
same regardless of the applicable financial reporting framework.

Placement of Certain Requirements W ithin GAAS
Paragraph 26 of ISA 550 requires the auditor to request that m anage
ment and, when appropriate, those charged with governance, provide
w ritten representations regarding related party transactions. The ASB
believes this requirem ent is more appropriately placed in section 580.
The placement of this requirem ent does not create a difference between
the ISAs as a whole and GAAS as a whole.
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ISA 560, Subsequent Events, Compared
to Section 560, Subsequent Events and
Subsequently Discovered Facts
Differences in Language
Paragraph 5 of ISA 5160 defines subsequent events to include both
events occurring between the date of the financial statements and the
date of the auditor’s report and facts that become know n to the audi
tor after the date of the auditor’s report. Section 560 includes separate
definitions for subsequent events and subsequently discovered facts to
clearly distinguish the auditor’s responsibilities for each. The definition
of subsequently discovered facts was also expanded to use language that
is consistent with language in the objectives and requirem ents of ISA
560 (paragraphs 4(b) and 14) but that is not specifically included in the
definition in ISA 560.
Paragraph 5 of ISA 560 further defines the date the financial state
m ents are issued, which is the date the au d ito r’s report and audited
financial statements are made available to third parties. This term was
deleted from section 560 because the applicable financial reporting
fram ew ork may define the financial statem ent issuance date. In addi
tion, because GAAS define the report release date, the ASB believes the
definition could cause confusion with respect to the release versus the
issuance of the auditor’s report. Although the definition was deleted,
the requirements in section 560 were modified to use terms that are well
understood in the United States and to be consistent with the intent of
the requirements in ISA 560.
Paragraph 12 of ISA 560 permits the auditor to dual date the audi
to r’s report when law or regulation does not prohibit m anagement from
restricting the revision of the financial statements to the effects of the
subsequent event or events causing that revision and those responsible
for approving the financial statements are not prohibited from restricting
their approval to that revision. In the United States, no such prohibition
by law or regulation exists. Accordingly, paragraph .13/? of section 560
omits the reference to law or regulation.
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Because the date of the auditor’s report and the report release date
are within the auditor’s control, the requirements in paragraphs .12-. 18
of section 560 were restructured with reference to the report release date
in lieu of reference to the date that the financial statements were issued.
Similar changes were made to the related application and other explana
tory material.
Paragraph 15(b) of ISA 560 requires the auditor to review the steps
taken by m anagement to ensure that anyone in receipt of the previously
issued financial statements, together with the auditor’s report thereon,
is informed of the situation. Paragraphs .16b and .17b of section 560
require the auditor to determine whether m anagem ent’s steps are timely
and appropriate. The ASB believes this is consistent with the intent of
the requirements of ISA 560.
The ASB believes these changes do not create differences between
the application of ISA 560 and the application of section 560.

Requirements in the ISAs Not in GAAS
Certain requirements in ISA 560 also require the auditor to provide the
auditor’s report or a new or revised auditor’s report. These references
were eliminated from the requirements in section 560 because the ASB
believes that it is not necessary to require the auditor to provide the audi
to r’s report.
Paragraph 12(b) of ISA 560, which is an optional form of dual
dating, was not included in section 560 because it is uncomm on in the
United States to provide a new or revised auditor’s report that includes
a statement in an emphasis-of-matter paragraph that conveys that the
auditor’s procedures on subsequent events are restricted solely to the
revision of the financial statements, as described in the relevant note to
the financial statements.

Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Section 560 includes an additional objective in paragraph .06, require
ments in paragraphs .19-.20, and application and other explanatory
m aterial in paragraphs .A27-.A 30 related to a predecessor auditor’s
responsibilities when reissuing the auditor’s report on previously issued
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financial statements that are to be presented on a comparative basis with
audited financial statements of a subsequent period. ISA 560 does not
include such requirements.
Paragraph 9 of ISA 560 requires the auditor to request that m an
agement and, when appropriate, those charged with governance provide
w ritten representations regarding subsequent events. This requirement
is included in paragraph .18 of section 580. However, if the financial
statements are subsequently revised, paragraph .13^-6 of section 560
include additional requirements for the auditor to request m anagement
to provide certain representations when the auditor either dates the audi
to r’s report as of a later date or includes an additional date limited to the
revision (that is, dual dates the auditor’s report for that revision). These
representations are not included in ISA 560.

Placement of Certain Requirements W ithin GAAS
Paragraph 5 of ISA 560 defines the date o f approval o f the financial
statements. This definition was deleted from the definitions of section
560 because the ASB did not believe it was necessary to its application
and because the term is described in paragraph .A41 of section 700,
Forming an Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements.
Paragraphs ll(b )(ii) and 15(c)(i) of ISA 560 require that the new
auditor’s report not be dated earlier than the date of approval of the
revised financial statements. This requirem ent is not included in section
560 because the requirem ents for dating the report are addressed in
section 700.
As noted above, the requirem ent in paragraph 9 of ISA 560 regard
ing written representations has been moved to section 580.
Paragraph 16 of ISA 560 requires the auditor to include in the new
or revised auditor’s report an emphasis-of-m atter paragraph or otherm atter paragraph in situations when the financial statements are revised
after the financial statements have been issued. Paragraph 16 of ISA 710,
Comparative Inform ation— Corresponding Figures and Comparative
Financial Statements, includes a similar requirem ent related to com 
parative financial statements and the auditor’s opinion on prior period
financial statements, when reporting on prior period financial statements
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in connection with the current period’s audit, differs from the opinion
previously expressed. Requirements have been placed in paragraph ,16c
of section 560 and paragraphs .13-.14 of section 708, Consistency o f
Financial Statements, that when considered together, achieve the intent
of the requirements in paragraph 16 of ISA 560 and paragraph 16 of
ISA 710.
The ASB believes such placements do not create differences between
the ISAs as a whole and GAAS as a whole.

ISA 580, Written Representations,
Compared to Section 580, Written
Representations
Differences in Language
Paragraph 8 of ISA 580 describes m anagement’s responsibility in the case
of a fair presentation fram ework. The ASB believes that all the accept
able financial reporting fram eworks in the United States are fair presen
tation fram ew orks, and, thus, the requirem ents of section 580 reflect
this perspective.

Requirements in the ISAs Not in GAAS
Paragraph 15 of ISA 580 contains a requirem ent related to situations in
which law or regulation requires m anagement to make w ritten public
statements about its responsibilities. The ASB believes that these situa
tions are not applicable to nonissuers in the United States and, accord
ingly, such requirements are not included in section 580.

Differences Between Requirements
Paragraph 14 of ISA 580 requires that the date of the written represen
tations be as near as practicable to, but not after, the date of the audi
to r’s report on the financial statements. Paragraph .20 of section 580
requires that the date of the w ritten representations be as of the date of
the auditor’s report, which is consistent with SAS No. 85, M anagement
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Representations, as amended. Paragraph .A27 of section 580 states that,
occasionally, circumstances may prevent m anagement from signing the
representation letter and returning it to the auditor on the date of the
auditor’s report. In these circumstances, the auditor may accept m anage
m ent’s oral confirmation, on or before the date of the representations,
that m anagement has reviewed the final representation letter and will
sign the representation letter w ithout exception as providing sufficient
appropriate audit evidence for the auditor to date the report. However,
possession of the signed management representation letter prior to releas
ing the auditor’s report is necessary because paragraph .21 of section 580
requires that the representations be in the form of a written letter from
management.

Placement of Certain Requirements Within GAAS
The follow ing ISAs contain requirem ents for requesting w ritten
representations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph

39 of ISA 240
16 of ISA 250
14 of ISA 450
12 of ISA 501
22 of ISA 540
26 of ISA 550
9 of ISA 560

Such requirem ents have been included in paragraphs .12-. 19 of
section 580. The ASB believes these requirements, which relate to repre
sentations that would be obtained for every audit engagement, are more
appropriately placed in section 580. The placement of these requirements
does not create differences between the ISAs as a whole and GAAS as a
whole.
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ISA 600, Special Considerations—
Audits of Group Financial Statements
(Including the Work of Component
Auditors), Compared to Section 600,
Special Considerations—Audits of Group
Financial Statements (Including the Work
of Component Auditors)
Differences in Language
All the requirements in ISA 600 are addressed to either the group en
gagem ent p artner or the group engagem ent team . In section 600,
requirements that, in the circumstances, may be appropriately fulfilled by
the firm are addressed to the auditor of the group financial statements.
These requirem ents, in paragraphs .16 and .29, relate to engagement
acceptance and modification of the auditor’s opinion on the group finan
cial statements. The ASB believes that this does not create a substantive
difference between the requirements of ISA 600 and the requirements of
section 600.

Requirements in the ISAs Not in GAAS
ISA 600 does not perm it the auditor’s report on the group financial
statements to make reference to a com ponent auditor unless required by
law or regulation to include such reference. Section 600, consistent with
SAS No. 1 section 543, Part o f A udit Performed by O ther Independent
Auditors, as amended, permits the auditor, in the auditor’s report on the
group financial statements, to make reference to the audit of a com po
nent auditor.
The ASB believes that the ability to make reference to the report of
another auditor is appropriate in the United States for several reasons.
N o compelling practice issues suggest a need to change an approach that
has always been perm itted by GAAS in the United States. The size, com 
plexity, and diversity of some audits, in particular the audit of the federal
government in which withdrawing from the engagement or disclaiming
an opinion are not viable options, make eliminating the option to make
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reference to a com ponent auditor problem atic. In addition, the ASB
believes that there will be considerable practical problems with access
issues, particularly with equity investments, under the approach in ISA
600. The ASB believes that there is no difference in the effectiveness of
the audit in either approach when the audits are conducted in accor
dance with GAAS. Accordingly, section 600 contains requirements and
application and other explanatory m aterial relating to making reference
to the report of another auditor that are not in ISA 600, which results
in substantive differences in the wording of the objectives, requirements,
and application m aterial between ISA 600 and section 600. A group
audit conducted in accordance with GAAS when the group engagement
partner determines to make reference to the audit performed by a com 
ponent auditor would not comply with the ISAs. As such, in an audit
conducted under both GAAS and the ISAs, the auditor of the group
financial statements would need to assume responsibility for the work
of all com ponent auditors and, therefore, plan the audit accordingly to
comply with both sets of standards.
W hen no reference is made to a com ponent auditor in the auditor’s
report on the group financial statements, no substantive differences exist
between the requirements ISA 600 and the requirements of section 600.

ISA 620, Using the Work o f an Auditor's
Expert, Compared to Section 620, Using
the Work o f an Auditor's Specialist
Differences in Language
Paragraph 12(b) of ISA 620 requires the auditor to evaluate the sig
nificant assumptions and methods of the auditor’s specialist. The ASB
expanded the wording of this requirem ent to more clearly articulate the
auditor’s responsibility in this regard. The ASB believes this does not cre
ate a difference between the application of ISA 620 and the application
of section 620.

Requirements in the ISAs Not in GAAS
Paragraph 14 of ISA 620 contains a conditional requirem ent regarding
the auditor’s reference to the auditor’s specialist in the auditor’s report
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when such reference is required by law or regulation. Because such ref
erence is not required by law or regulation in the United States, such
requirem ent is not included in section 620.

ISA 700, Forming an Opinion and
Reporting on Financial Statements,
Compared to Section 700, Forming an
Opinion and Reporting on Financial
Statements
Requirements in the ISAs Not in GAAS
Compliance Framework
Paragraphs 7(b), 19, and 36 of ISA 700 discuss financial statements pre
pared in accordance with a compliance framework. GAAS do not include
any references to compliance fram eworks because the ASB believes that
all financial reporting fram eworks used in the United States are fair pre
sentation frameworks. Accordingly, section 700 is written in the context
of a complete set of general purpose financial statements prepared in
accordance with a fair presentation fram ework.
Definitions
Paragraph 7(b) of ISA 700 defines fair presentation fram ework. Section
700 does not include this definition because fair presentation fram ew ork
is already defined section 200, Overall Objectives o f the Independent
A uditor and the Conduct o f an A u d it in Accordance W ith Generally
Accepted Auditing Standards. As noted previously, section 700 does not
include any references to compliance frameworks; therefore, there is no
need to emphasize the differences between a fair presentation fram ework
and a compliance fram ework in section 700.
Use o f True and Fair View
Paragraphs 27, 32, and 35(b) of ISA 700 indicate that the description in
the auditor’s report can refer either to the preparation and fair presenta
tion of the financial statements or the preparation of financial statements
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th at give a true and fair view. GAAS do not include any references to
“true and fair view ” because such wording has not historically been
used in the United States; GAAS continues to require the use of “present
fairly, in all m aterial respects” in the auditor’s opinion. The ASB believes
this does not result in a difference in the application of the ISAs and the
application of GAAS.
Introductory Paragraph
Paragraph 23(d) of ISA 700 requires the introductory paragraph in the
auditor’s report to refer to the summary of significant accounting policies
and other explanatory inform ation. Section 700 does not include this
requirem ent because the ASB believes the notes to the financial state
ments are an integral part of the financial statements, and specific notes
need not be identified in the introductory paragraph. Because the notes
to the financial statements are an integral part of the financial statements,
the ASB has included a reference to the related notes to the financial
statements in the illustrative auditor’s reports in exhibit A, “Illustrations
of A uditor’s Reports on Financial Statem ents,” of section 700. The ASB
believes this does not create a difference between the application of ISA
700 and the application of section 700.
Paragraph 24 of ISA 700 requires the report to use a term that is
appropriate in the context of the legal fram ework in the relevant jurisdic
tion when the auditor’s report discusses m anagem ent’s responsibilities.
Section 700 does not include this requirem ent because the ASB believes
this paragraph relates to jurisdictions where the structure of the boards
and corporate law are different than in the United States. In the United
States, the ASB believes reference to m anagement is sufficient. The ASB
believes this does not create a difference between the application of ISA
700 and the application of section 700.
A uditor’s Responsibility
Paragraph 30 of ISA 700 requires the auditor’s report to include in
the “A uditor’s Responsibilities” section a statem ent that the auditing
standards require that the auditor comply w ith ethical requirem ents.
Paragraph .31 of section 700 does not contain this requirem ent because
in the United States, auditors m ust comply with the ethical standards
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contained in the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct. Accordingly, the
ASB believes that the title indicating that it is the report of an indepen
dent auditor affirms that the auditor has met the ethical requirements
and, therefore, need not m ake an additional reference in the audi
to r’s report. Further, the ASB was mindful to minimize the differences
between the PCAOB form of the auditor’s report and section 700. The
ASB believes a reference to ethical requirements in one report and not
the other would cause confusion in the United States and that such dif
ferentiation between the two reports is not necessary.
Inform ation Presented in the Financial Statements
Paragraph 46 of ISA 700 contains requirem ents when supplem entary
inform ation that is not required by the applicable financial reporting
fram ew ork is presented with the audited financial statements. If such
supplem entary inform ation is not clearly differentiated from the audited
financial statements, ISA 700 requires the auditor to ask m anagement to
change how the unaudited supplem entary inform ation is presented and
if m anagement refuses to do so, the auditor should explain in the audi
to r’s report that such supplementary inform ation has not been audited.
In the United States, section 725, Supplementary Information in Relation
to the Financial Statements as a W hole (AICPA, Professional Standards),
addresses the auditor’s responsibility when engaged to report on supple
m entary inform ation. At the present time, no ISAs exist that correspond
to section 725 (AICPA, Professional Standards). GAAS do not include
the requirem ent for the auditor to ask m anagement to change how the
unaudited supplementary inform ation is presented when the supplemen
tary inform ation is not clearly differentiated from the audited financial
statements.

Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
M anagem ent’s Responsibilities
Paragraph .28 of section 700 adds a requirem ent that the description of
m anagem ent’s responsibilities for the financial statements in the audi
to r’s report should not be referenced to a separate statement by m an
agement about such responsibilities if such a statement is included in a
document containing the auditor’s report.
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Paragraph .41 of section 700 includes a requirem ent that sufficient
appropriate audit evidence includes evidence that the audit docum enta
tion has been reviewed.
ISA 700 does not contain these requirements, which the ASB believes
are appropriate for inclusion in GAAS to retain existing requirements.

Differences Between Requirements
M anagem ent’s Responsibilities
Paragraph 26 of ISA 700 requires the report to describe m anagem ent’s
responsibilities for the preparation of the financial statem ents. The
description should include an explanation th at m anagem ent is respon
sible for the preparation of the financial statem ents in accordance with
the applicable financial reporting fram ew ork and for such internal con
trol as it determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial
statem ents th at are free from m aterial m isstatem ent, w hether due to
fraud or error. Section 700 requires the auditor’s report to state that
this responsibility includes the design, implementation, and maintenance
of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of
the financial statements. The ASB believes section 700 better conveys
m anagem ent’s responsibility in the United States.
A uditor’s Report for Audits Conducted in Accordance W ith Both
Auditing Standards o f a Specific Jurisdiction and ISAs
Paragraphs 4 4-45 of ISA 700 contain requirements when an auditor is
required to conduct an audit in accordance with the auditing standards
of a specific jurisdiction but may additionally have complied with the
ISAs in the conduct of the audit. Paragraphs .42-.43 of section 700 have
been revised to reflect reporting conventions in the United States.
The ASB believes these differences do not create a difference
between the application of ISA 700 and the application of section 700.
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Placement of Certain Requirements W ithin GAAS
Comparative Financial Statements
Section 700 addresses comparative financial statements and com para
tive inform ation, which are not addressed in ISA 700 but are addressed
in ISA 710, Comparative Inform ation— Corresponding Figures and
Comparative Financial Statements. See “ Com parison of Section 700,
Forming an O pinion and Reporting on Financial Statem ents, and
International Standard on Auditing 710, Comparative Inform ation—
Corresponding Figures and Comparative Financial Statements, ” below
for a comparison of the requirements of section 700 and the requirements
of ISA 710. ISA 710 addresses reporting in other jurisdictions that are
not comm on to the United States, including corresponding figures that
are not covered by the auditor’s report. For simplicity, the ASB decided
to include those requirements and application m aterial that apply in the
United States in section 700 rather than have a separate AU section.
A uditor’s Report Prescribed by Law or Regulation
Paragraph 43 of ISA 700 discusses the auditor’s report prescribed by
law or regulation. Section 700 does not contain this section because it
does not pertain to general purpose financial statements in the United
States. A uditor’s reports prescribed by law or regulation are addressed
in section 800.
The ASB believes that the placement of these requirements does not
create differences between the application of the ISAs as a whole and the
application of GAAS as a whole.
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ISA 705, Modifications to the Opinion
in the Independent Auditor's Report,
Compared to Section 705, Modifications
to the Opinion in the Independent
Auditor's Report
Requirements in the ISAs Not in GAAS
Compliance Framework
GAAS do not include any references to compliance frameworks because
the ASB believes that all financial reporting fram ew orks used in the
United States are fair presentation fram eworks. Accordingly, the refer
ence to compliance frameworks in paragraph 23(b) of ISA 705 has not
been included in paragraph .24 of section 705.
Use o f True and Fair View
GAAS do not include any references to “true and fair view” because
such wording has not historically been used in the United States; GAAS
continues to require the use of “present fairly, in all material respects” in
the auditor’s opinion. Accordingly, the references to “true and fair view”
in paragraphs 23(a) and 24(a) of ISA 705 are not included in paragraphs
.23-.24 of section 705. The ASB believes this does not result in a differ
ence in the application of the ISAs and the application of GAAS.
M ultiple Uncertainties
Paragraph 10 of ISA 705 requires the auditor to disclaim an opinion
when, in extremely rare circumstances involving multiple uncertainties,
the auditor concludes that, notw ithstanding having obtained sufficient
appropriate audit evidence regarding each of the individual uncertainties,
it is not possible to form an opinion on the financial statements due to
the potential interaction of the uncertainties and their possible cum ula
tive effect on the financial statements. Section 705 does not include this
requirem ent because the ASB believes th at a disclaimer of opinion is
appropriate only when the auditor is not able to obtain sufficient appro
priate audit evidence. The ASB believes the guidance in paragraph 30 of
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SAS No. 58, Reports on A udited Financial Statements, as amended, is
appropriate in these circumstances; therefore, paragraph .A13 of section
705 includes this guidance.

Differences Between Requirements
M anagem ent-Im posed Scope Lim itation
Paragraph 13(b)(i) of ISA 705 requires the auditor to w ithdraw from
the audit when the auditor is unable to obtain sufficient appropriate
audit evidence, and the auditor concludes that the possible effects on the
financial statements of undetected misstatements, if any, could be both
m aterial and pervasive so that a qualification of the opinion would be
inadequate to communicate the gravity of the situation. Paragraph .13 of
section 705 changes this requirem ent so that the auditor should consider
w ithdraw al from the engagement under such circumstances. The ASB
believes that in the United States, the auditor should not be required to
w ithdraw from an engagement but, rather, should consider whether to
w ithdraw or disclaim an opinion on the financial statements. The ASB
believes this does not create differences between the application of ISA
705 and the application of section 705.

ISA 706, Emphasis of M atter Paragraphs
and Other M atter Paragraphs in the
Independent Auditor's Report, Compared
to Section 706, Emphasis-of-Matter
Paragraphs and Other-M atter Paragraphs
in the Independent Auditor's Report
There are no substantive differences between ISA 706 and section 706.
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ISA 710, Comparative Information—
Corresponding Figures and Comparative
Financial Statements, Compared to
Section 700, Forming an Opinion and
Reporting on Financial Statements
Differences in Language
The definitions of comparative information and comparative financial
statements in paragraph 6(a) and (c) of ISA 710 have been revised to
reflect U.S. conventions.

Requirements in the ISAs Not in GAAS
ISA 710 addresses reporting in other jurisdictions that are not common
in the United States, including corresponding figures that are not covered
by the au d ito r’s report. GAAS do not include any references to cor
responding figures because these are not comm on in the United States.

Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Comparative Inform ation
Paragraph .45 of section 700 requires that when expressing an opinion
on all periods presented, the auditor should update the report on the
individual financial statements of one or more prior periods presented
on a comparative basis with those of the current period. The auditor’s
report on comparative financial statements should not be dated earlier
than the date on which the auditor has obtained sufficient appropriate
audit evidence on which to support the opinion for the m ost recent audit.
Paragraph .47 of section 700 contains a requirem ent that if com 
parative inform ation is presented, and the entity requests the auditor to
express an opinion on all periods presented, the auditor should consider
w hether the inform ation included for the prior period contains sufficient
detail to constitute a fair presentation in accordance with the applicable
financial reporting framework.
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A udit Procedures
Paragraph .48 of section 700 contains a requirem ent that the audit pro
cedures in paragraphs .49-.51 of section 700 should apply regardless of
whether comparative financial statements or comparative inform ation is
presented for the prior period.
Prior Period Financial Statements
Paragraph .53 of section 700 includes requirements on w hat to disclose
in an other-m atter paragraph when reporting on prior period financial
statements in connection w ith the current period’s audit, and the audi
to r’s opinion on such prior period financial statements differs from the
opinion the auditor previously expressed.
Paragraph .54 of section 700 adds “and the predecessor auditor’s
report on the prior period’s financial statem ents is not reissued” to
the requirement. This was added to clarify that if the report was reis
sued, section 560 would apply. In addition, a requirem ent was added
to include in the other-m atter paragraph the nature of any emphasis-ofm atter paragraph or other-m atter paragraph included in the predecessor
auditor’s report, if any.
Prior Period Financial Statements N o t A udited
Paragraphs .5 6 - 5 7 of section 700 include requirements on how to report
when prior period financial statements were not audited, reviewed, or
compiled, to better clarify w hat is covered in section 700 related to com 
parative financial statements and comparative information.
ISA 710 does not contain these requirem ents. The ASB believes
these requirements and related application m aterial are appropriate for
inclusion in GAAS.

Placement of Certain Requirements W ithin GAAS
ISA 710 addresses reporting in other jurisdictions that are not common
to the United States, including corresponding figures that are not covered
by the auditor’s report. For simplicity, the ASB decided to include certain
requirements and application m aterial for comparative financial state
ments and comparative inform ation in section 700 rather than having a
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separate AU section. The ASB believes that the requirements in section
700 related to comparative financial statements and comparative infor
m ation are consistent with the intent of ISA 710 and that the placement
of these requirements does not create differences between the application
of the ISAs as a whole and the application of GAAS as a whole.

ISA 720, The Auditor's Responsibilities
Relating to Other Information in
Documents Containing Audited Financial
Statements, Compared to Section
720, Other Information in Documents
Containing Audited Financial Statements
Differences in Language
The ASB has made various changes to the language throughout section
720, in com parison with ISA 720. The changes to section 720 include
the following:
• In paragraph .01, clarifying that “auditor’s opinion” is the opinion
on the financial statements.
• In paragraph .02, adding clarifying language that documents con
taining audited financial statem ents refer to “annual reports of
governm ents and organizations for charitable or philanthropic
purposes that are available to the public” and that section 720 also
applies to “other documents to which the auditor, at m anagem ent’s
request, devotes attention.”
• In paragraph .05, deleting the phrase “either by law, regulation or
custom ” from the definition of other information to avoid confu
sion with required supplem entary information.
• In paragraph .11, adding the phrase “other-m atter” to clarify the
report modification.
• In paragraph .16, adding the wording “by the entity in determining
w hether such m atter is a m aterial m isstatem ent of fact” to clarify
that the advice is received by the entity.
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Such changes have been made to make section 720 easier to read
and apply. The ASB believes that such changes do not create differences
between the application of ISA 720 and the application of section 720.

Differences Between Requirements
Section 720 clarifies that the auditor’s objective is to respond appro
priately (in paragraph .04), and the requirem ent is to read the other
inform ation (in paragraph .06) when the auditor becomes aware that
documents containing audited financial statem ents and the au d ito r’s
report thereon include other inform ation that could undermine the cred
ibility of those financial statements and the auditor’s report. The objec
tive in ISA 720 and the corresponding requirem ent are not specifically
limited to documents of which the auditor is aware. However, ISA 720
states that “documents containing audited financial statem ents” refers
to annual reports (or similar documents) that are issued to owners (or
similar stakeholders) containing audited financial statements and the
auditor’s report thereon. ISA 720 further states that it may be applied,
adapted as necessary in the circumstances, to other documents contain
ing audited financial statements. The ASB believes th at the language
added to section 720 limiting the auditor’s responsibilities clarifies the
intent of the objective and the requirem ent in ISA 720 and is appropriate
in the U.S. legal environment.
Section 720 applies the requirement in paragraph .07 for the auditor
to make appropriate arrangements with m anagement or those charged
with governance to obtain the other inform ation, and the requirements
in paragraphs .10-. 14 regarding the auditor’s identification of material
inconsistencies, to the report release date, but ISA 720 applies the cor
responding requirements to the date of the auditor’s report. The ASB
determined that the report release date, as defined in GAAS, is more
appropriate in the U.S. environment.
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ISA 800, Special Considerations—
Audits o f Financial Statements Prepared
in Accordance with Special Purpose
Frameworks, Compared to Section
800, Special Considerations—Audits
o f Financial Statements Prepared in
Accordance With Special Purpose
Frameworks
Differences in Language
Definitions
Paragraph 6 of ISA 800 defines a special purpose fram ework as a finan
cial reporting fram ework (a fair presentation framework or a compliance
framework) designed to meet the financial inform ation needs of specific
users. Section 800 defines a special purpose fram ew ork as one of the
following bases of accounting: cash, tax, regulatory, and contractual
bases of accounting, all of which are fair presentation frameworks in the
United States.
Considerations When Planning and Performing the A udit
Paragraph 9 of ISA 800 requires the auditor to determine whether appli
cation of the ISAs requires special consideration in the circumstances of
the engagement. However, paragraph .12 of section 800 requires the
auditor to adapt all AU sections relevant to the audit as necessary in the
circumstances of the engagement. The ASB believes that the requirem ent
in section 800 is consistent with the intent of ISA 800 and that such
changes do not create differences between the application of ISA 800 and
the application of section 800.
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Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Considerations W hen Accepting the Engagement
Paragraph .11 of section 800 includes a requirem ent for the auditor,
when accepting the engagement, to obtain the agreement of management
th at it acknowledges and understands its responsibility to include all
informative disclosures, including specified disclosures,that are appro
priate for the special purpose fram ew ork used to prepare the entity’s
financial statements.
Description o f the Applicable Financial Reporting Framework
Paragraph .15 of section 800 includes a requirem ent for the auditor to
evaluate whether the financial statements are suitably titled, include a
summary of significant accounting policies, and adequately describe how
the special purpose fram ework differs from GAAP.
Fair Presentation
If the special purpose financial statements contain items that are the same
as, or similar to, those in financial statements prepared in accordance
with GAAP, paragraph .17 of section 800 includes a requirem ent for the
auditor to evaluate whether the financial statements include informative
disclosures similar to those required by GAAP. Paragraph .17 of section
800 also requires the auditor to evaluate whether additional disclosures,
beyond those specifically required by the fram ew ork, related to m atters
that are not specifically identified on the face of the financial statements
or other disclosures may be necessary for the financial statem ents to
achieve fair presentation.
Restricting the Use o f the A uditor’s Report
Paragraph .20 of section 800 requires the auditor’s report to include
an other-m atter paragraph that restricts the use of the auditor’s report
to those within the entity, the parties to the contract or agreement, or
the regulatory agencies to whose jurisdiction the entity is subject when
the special purpose financial statem ents are prepared in accordance
w ith a contractual or regulatory basis of accounting, except for the
circumstances described in paragraph .21 of section 800. In accordance
with paragraph .21 of section 800, the other-m atter paragraph is not
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required when the special purpose financial statements are prepared in
accordance with a regulatory basis of accounting and the special purpose
financial statements together with the auditor’s report are intended for
general use. In this circumstance, the auditor is required to express an
opinion on w hether the financial statements are prepared in accordance
with GAAP and, in a separate paragraph, an opinion on whether the
financial statements are prepared in accordance with the special purpose
fram ework.
A uditor’s Report Prescribed by Law or Regulation
Paragraphs .22-.23 of section 800 include requirements when the audi
tor is required by law or regulation to use a specific layout, form, or
wording of the auditor’s report.
These requirements are not included in ISA 800.

Differences Between Requirements
A uditor’s Report
Paragraph 13 of ISA 800 requires the auditor’s report to describe the
purpose for which the financial statements are prepared and, if neces
sary, the intended users, or refer to a note in the special purpose financial
statements that contains that inform ation. Section 800 does not require
this description when the special purpose financial statements are pre
pared in accordance with the cash or tax basis of accounting.
Alerting Readers That the Financial Statements Are Prepared in
Accordance W ith a Special Purpose Framework
Paragraph 14 of ISA 800 requires the au d ito r’s report to include an
emphasis-of-m atter paragraph alerting users of the auditor’s report that
the financial statements are prepared in accordance with a special pur
pose fram ework and that, as a result, the financial statements may not be
suitable for another purpose. Section 800 does not require the auditor’s
report to state that the “financial statements may not be suitable for
another purpose.” However, paragraph .19c of section 800 requires the
emphasis-of-m atter paragraph to state that the special purpose fram e
w ork is a basis of accounting other than GAAP. In accordance with
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paragraph .21 of section 800, the emphasis-of-matter paragraph is not
required when the special purpose financial statements are prepared in
accordance with a regulatory basis of accounting and the special purpose
financial statements together with the auditor’s report are intended for
general use.

ISA 805, Special Considerations—Audits
of Single Financial Statements and
Specific Elements, Accounts or Items
o f a Financial Statement, Compared to
Section 805, Special Considerations—
Audits of Single Financial Statements and
Specific Elements, Accounts, or Items of a
Financial Statem ent
Requirements in the ISAs Not in GAAS
Form o f O pinion
Paragraph 9 of ISA 805 requires the auditor to consider w hether the
expected form of opinion is appropriate in the circumstances. This
requirem ent was not included in section 805 because the circumstances
to which it relates are not applicable in the United States.

Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Considerations W hen Accepting the Engagement and Planning and
Performing the A udit
Paragraph .10 of section 805 requires the au d ito r to obtain an under
standing of (j ) the purpose for w hich the single financial statem ent or
specific elem ent of a financial statem ent is prepared, (b) the intended
users, and (c) the steps taken by m anagem ent to determ ine th a t the
application of the financial reporting fram ew ork is acceptable in the cir
cumstances. The ASB believes this requirem ent is necessary in determ in
ing the acceptability of the financial reporting fram ew ork th a t is
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applicable to a single financial statement or a specific element of a finan
cial statement.
Paragraph .09 of section 805 requires the auditor to determine
whether the auditor will be able to perform procedures on interrelated
items as a consideration when accepting the engagement. Paragraph .13
of section 805 includes a requirem ent for the auditor to perform pro
cedures on interrelated items as necessary to meet the objective of the
audit. In the case of an audit of a specific element that is, or is based
upon, the entity’s stockholders’ equity or net income (or the equivalents
thereto), paragraph .13 of section 805 further requires the auditor to
perform procedures necessary to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evi
dence about financial position, or financial position and results of opera
tions, respectively, because of the interrelationship between the element
and the balance sheet accounts and the income statement accounts.
Materiality
Paragraph .14 of section 805 requires the auditor to determine m aterial
ity for the single financial statement being reported on, and in the case
of an audit of one or more specific elements of a financial statement,
m ateriality for each individual element reported on.
Reporting on an Incom plete Presentation but One That Is Otherwise
in Accordance W ith G AAP
W hen the auditor reports on an incomplete presentation but one that
is otherwise in accordance w ith GAAP, paragraph .24 of section 805
requires the auditor to include an emphasis-of-matter paragraph in the
auditor’s report, alerting users as to the purpose of the presentation and
that the presentation is incomplete. ISA 805 does not address reporting
on incomplete presentations that are otherwise in accordance with the
applicable financial reporting fram ework.
ISA 805 does not contain these requirements.
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Differences Between Requirements
Reporting on the E n tity’s Complete Set o f Financial Statements and
a Single Financial Statement or a Specific Element o f Those Financial
Statements
Paragraph 12 of ISA 805 requires the auditor to express a separate opin
ion for each engagement when undertaking an engagement to report on
a single financial statement or a specific element of a financial statement
in conjunction with an engagement to audit the entity’s complete set
of financial statements. Paragraph .16 of section 805 requires that the
separate opinions be in separate auditor’s reports and that the report on
a specific element include certain inform ation about the auditor’s report
on the entity’s complete set of financial statements.
Paragraph .20 of section 805 address the case of an audit of a spe
cific element of a financial statement when the opinion in the auditor’s
report on an entity’s complete set of financial statements is modified and
the modification of the auditor’s opinion is relevant to the audit of the
specific element. In such cases, the auditor is required to express either an
adverse opinion or disclaim an opinion on the specific element, depend
ing on the reasons for the m odification of the auditor’s opinion on the
complete set of financial statements. ISA 805 does not specifically require
an adverse opinion or disclaimer of opinion in such circumstances.
Paragraph 16 of ISA 805 addresses situations when the auditor con
cludes that it is necessary to express an adverse opinion or disclaim an
opinion on the entity’s complete set of financial statements as a whole,
but in the context of a separate audit of a specific element that is included
in those financial statements, the auditor nevertheless considers it appro
priate to express an unmodified opinion on that element. In addition
to the m atters in ISA 805, paragraph .21 of section 805 precludes such
reporting when the specific element is, or is based upon, the entity’s
stockholders’ equity or net income (or the equivalent thereto).
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ISA 810, Engagements to Report
on Summary Financial Statements,
Compared to Section 810, Engagements
to Report on Summary Financial
Statements
Differences in Language
Paragraph .05 of section 810 includes more specificity than is in para
graph 3 of ISA 810, including an objective to perform the procedures
necessary as the basis for the auditor’s opinion on the summary financial
statements, and a description of the opinion. The ASB believes that these
changes do not create differences between the intent of ISA 810 and the
intent of section 810.
Paragraph 6(b)(ii) of ISA 810 requires that m anagement make the
audited financial statements available to the intended users of the sum
mary financial statements w ithout undue difficulty. Section 810 requires
in paragraph .09Z?(ii) that m anagement make the audited financial state
ments readily available. This is not a substantive difference between ISA
810 and the section 810. The term inology in section 810 aligns with
section 930, Interim Financial Information.
If the summary financial statements contain comparatives that were
reported on by another auditor, both ISA 810 and section 810 require
the auditor’s report on the summary financial statements to contain cer
tain m atters. Such m atters are included directly in paragraph .23 of sec
tion 810 and incorporated in paragraph 22 of ISA 810 by reference to
ISA 710.

Requirements in the ISAs Not in GAAS
Paragraphs 6 -7 of ISA 810 include requirements pertaining to (a} cri
teria established by law or regulation, (Z?) situations in which law or
regulation does not require the audited financial statements to be made
available, and (c) accepting the engagement when required by law or
regulation to do so. These requirements were not included in section 810
because they are not applicable to the United States.
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Paragraph 9 of ISA 810 permits the use of two different phrases
when opining on summary financial statements. Paragraph .14 of section
810 only includes one of these phrases, which is consistent with existing
practice.
Paragraphs 10-11 of ISA 810 address situations when regulation
prescribes the wording of the opinion on the summary financial state
ments in terms that are different from those described in ISA 810. These
requirements were not included in section 810 as they are not applicable
in the United States.
Paragraph 15 of ISA 810 requires the auditor to evaluate the appro
priateness of using a different addressee, if the addressee of the summary
financial statem ents is not the same as the addressee of the auditor’s
report on the audited financial statements. Section 810 does not include
this requirem ent because the ASB believes having different addressees is
never appropriate.

Requirements in GAAS Not in the ISAs
Paragraph 6(a) of ISA 810 requires the auditor to determine w hether the
applied criteria are acceptable. The requirem ent in paragraph .09# of
section 810 was expanded to clarify w hat constitutes acceptable criteria.
Paragraph .09/?(iii) of section 810 requires the auditor to obtain
the agreement of m anagem ent that it acknowledges and understands
its responsibility to provide the auditor with written representations, as
described in paragraph .12 of section 810. ISA 810 does not include such
a requirement.
Paragraphs .12-.13 of section 810 include requirem ents for the
auditor to request management to provide w ritten representations related
to the summary financial statements. Such representations are necessary
in the United States, particularly in situations when the auditor’s report
on the summary financial statements is dated later than the auditor’s
report on the audited financial statements. ISA 810 does not include any
requirements for written representations.
Paragraph .16 of section 810 was expanded to require the auditor
to w ithdraw from the engagement to report on the summary financial
statements when w ithdraw al is possible under applicable law or regula
tion and when the auditor’s report on the audited financial statements
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contains an adverse opinion or a disclaimer of opinion. Paragraph .16d
of section 810 further clarifies the reporting elements when the auditor
issues a report on the summary financial statements in those situations
when it is not possible to w ithdraw from the engagement.
Paragraph . 17e(i—ii) of section 810 includes additional elements for
the auditor’s report on the summary financial statements with regard to
the nature of the procedures that were performed by the auditor on the
summary financial statements, including that the auditor did not perform
audit procedures regarding the audited financial statements after the date
of the report on those financial statements if the date of the auditor’s
report on the summary financial statements is later than the date of the
auditor’s report on the audited financial statements.
Paragraph .24 of section 810 includes an additional reporting
requirem ent if the summary financial statements contain comparatives
that were not reported on by the auditor or another auditor.
Paragraph .'l l of section 810 includes additional requirem ents
related to other inform ation, which require the auditor to discuss the
m atter w ith m anagem ent if the auditor identifies a m aterial inconsis
tency and to consider appropriate further action in the circumstances if
the auditor identifies a m aterial inconsistency or becomes aware of an
apparent m aterial misstatement of fact.

Differences Between Requirements
Paragraph 17 of ISA 810 addresses the reporting elements when the
auditor’s report on the audited financial statements contains a quali
fied opinion, an emphasis-of-matter paragraph, or an other-m atter p ara
graph. In ISA 810, the requirem ent in this paragraph only applies when
the auditor expresses an unmodified opinion on the summary financial
statements. In section 810, the requirem ent in paragraph .20 applies
when the auditor expresses either an unmodified opinion or an adverse
opinion on the summary financial statements.
Section 810, in paragraph .21, elim inated the reference to the
restriction on distribution of the auditor’s report in paragraph 20 of ISA
810. In the United States, use of an auditor’s report is restricted, not its
distribution. An auditor is not responsible for controlling m anagem ent’s
distribution of restricted-use reports.
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